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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to assess the emotional and 
behavioral adjustment of sickle cell anemic children, in comparison 
with juvenile diabetic and physically healthy children. Additionally, 
this study intended to assess the relationshp among emotional and 
behavioral adjustment, parent attitude, and physical status.
To accomplish these goals 28 sickle cell, 21 diabetic, and 29 
physically healthy children, ages six through twelve, and their 
mothers or mother-surrogates, were interviewed. A total of 55 female 
and 23 male children was included. With the exception of four white 
diabetics, all subjects were black. The chronically ill samples 
were drawn from charity hospitals in Baton Rouge and New Orleans, 
Louisiana. The physically healthy samples were selected from a 
representative sampling of New Orleans public schools which some of 
the chronically ill children attended.
All children completed the Piers-Harris Children's Self Concept 
Scale and either the primary or elementary form of the California Test 
of Personality (CTP). Mothers completed the Children's Behavioral 
Classification Project (CBCP) and the Parental Attitude Research 
Instrument(Glasser-Radin Revision). Parents were interviewed on socio­
economic status; parents of the chronically ill children also were asked 
about the child's physical status, including number of hospitalizations,
clinic visits, and days of sickness in the last six months and years 
of diagnosed illness.
The groups differed significantly on none of the hypothesized CTP 
scales and on only one of the CBCP factors, physical well-being. Both 
sickle cell and diabetic children were lower than the physically healthy 
children in self-concept. These results support the findings of Kumar 
et al. (1976) that sickle cell children do not differ from physically 
healthy children in emotional adjustment, but do have lower self- 
concepts .
No group differences were found in parent attitude. Across groups 
a rejecting parent attitude correlated with aggressive behavior; an 
authoritarian-controlling parent attitude was related to seclusive and 
apologetic self-centered behaviors. No relationship was found between 
a rejecting parent attitude and any of the physical status indices.
Number of days sick and number of clinic visits correlated nega­
tively with feelings of belonging. No other predicted relationships 
between emotional and behavioral adjustment and physical status were 
borne out.
These findings suggest that diabetic and sickle cell children 
differ from physically healthy children in physical status, but not in 
parent attitude or emotional and behavioral adjustment. Severity of 
illness does not appear related to parent attitude or emotional and 
behavioral adjustment, with the exception that feelings of belonging 
may decrease with increased frequency of days at the clinic and at home 
sick. These findings apply to children between six and twelve years of 
age.
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INTRODUCTION
Comprehensive care of chronically ill children requires delinea­
tion and understanding of their emotional as well as physical problems. 
Although the emotional problems of chronically ill children in general, 
and of specific diagnoses such as juvenile diabetes mellitus, have been 
researched, study of the emotional disturbance of children with sickle 
cell anemia has been largely neglected. Also of concern is what factors 
may contribute to the emotional adjustment of these children. Parental 
attitude and severity of physical illness appear to be two important 
factors.
Chronic Illness
Definition
A chronic childhood illness is a condition characterized by an 
extended course which can be progressive and fatal or by a relatively 
normal life span despite impaired physical or mental functioning. 
Intensive medical attention is frequently required during acute compli­
cations. Such long term childhood disorders may interfere significantly 
and permanently with the child's physical and emotional growth and 
development. In comparison, the physical and emotional problems of 
acute, nonfatal childhood illness are usually of limited duration and 
transient impact (Mattsson and Weisberg, 1970).
1
2Incidence
Systematic analysis of the incidence and prevalence of chronic 
illness among children in the U. S. began with the National Health 
Survey of 1935-1936. Household interviews were used to obtain data on 
physical handicaps and chronic illnesses. At present the National 
Health Survey Act of 1956 provides for periodic surveys to determine 
the health status of the population. Health information is collected 
for a national probability sample of about 135,000 noninstitutionalized 
persons per year by household interview. Data on chronic illnesses and 
impairments and limitation of activity are collected. Subsequently the 
National Center for Health Statistics added a second survey which 
involves direct examination of the population. According to the 1963- 
1970 survey one child in eight, ages 6 to 11 years, an estimated 3.1 
million children, had one or more significant cardiovascular, neurologic, 
musculoskeletal, or other physical abnormality (National Center for 
Health Statistics, 1971).
The Rochester Child Health Survey, which consists of a one percent 
probability sample of all children under 18 years of age living in 
Monroe County, New York, uses parental interviews to select chronically 
ill children for study. The survey estimates that the total prevalence 
of chronic illness among children in Monroe County is 10% (Roghmann and 
Haggerty, 1970).
The National Survey of Health and Development which comprises a 
representative sample of children b o m  in England, Wales, and Scotland 
during the first week of March, 1946, reports an over-all incidence of 
chronic illness in children of nearly 207, (Douglas and Blomfield, 1958).
3The Isle of Wight study in England individually assessed children 
with a presumed chronic disability drawn from the total population of 9 
to 11 year old children. An incidence of six percent is reported, which 
probably excludes milder degrees of some diagnoses (Rutter, Tizard, and 
Whitmore, 1970).
Therefore the reported frequency of chronic illness among children 
ranges from one in twenty to one in five, depending upon methods of data 
collection and criteria used. Such prevalence of chronically ill 
children indicates the need for those who deal with these children 
(e.g., physicians, mental health workers, and teachers) to be aware of 
and prepared to handle those problems typical of this population.
Emotional problems
Emotional disturbance secondary to chronic illness has been 
observed in some children. The emotional consequences may prove ulti­
mately more debilitating than the direct effects of the disease (Pless, 
Roghmann, and Haggerty, 1972 ). The Rochester Child Health Survey 
compared the frequency of emotional disturbances among its sample of 
chronically ill children and a sample of healthy children with similar 
demographic characteristics. Chronically ill children were grouped into 
disability status categories of moderate-severe, mild and no disability. 
All three groups showed significantly more disturbed behavior symptoms 
according to parent ratings than did healthy controls. Two or more 
abnormal behaviors were found in 23% of the chronically ill ages 6 to 
10 and in 30% of those ages 11 to 15. Only 167o of the healthy children 
ages 6 to 10 and 137, of those ages 11 to 15 showed two or more disturned
4behaviors. The moderate-severe group also differed significantly 
(p < 0.05) from controls in high scores on manifest anxiety, negative 
sentence completion, sad picture test, feelings of differentness, aca­
demic underachievement, and too few same age friends (Moore, 1975).
The Isle of Wight survey found that 17% of the chronically ill 
children, as compared to only 6.6% of the healthy children, had psychia­
tric disorders (Rutter and Graham, 1966). Emotional sequelae were three 
times more common among children with any chronic illness than among 
the same age group without chronic illness. Psychological disorders 
were five times more common in chronic illnesses characterized by neuro­
logic impairment. Between 14% (nonneurological) and 27% (neurological) 
of the chronically ill were retarded by at least 28 months in reading 
achievement, with age and I.Q. controlled for, compared to only 5% of 
the control sample (Pless and Roghmann, 1971).
According to the United Kingdom National Survey of Health and 
Development, at age 15 25% of the chronically ill sample had at least 
two abnormal behavior symptoms, compared with only 17% of the healthy 
group. Average aggregate scores for the chronically ill children on 
achievement tests were significantly below those of healthy children.
In addition, truancy, trouble at school, social isolation, poor attitude 
toward school and work, and school absences were more frequent among 
sick than among control children. In this survey parents, teachers, and 
children completed behavioral symptom questionnaires to provide the 
above results (Douglas and Blomfield, 1958).
An Erie County (N.Y.) Survey concentrated on those chronic child­
hood illnesses, such as diabetes and cystic fibrosis, not included in
the New York State Health Department's Medical Rehabilitation Program. 
Information was obtained from hospital records and physicians. Two 
hypotheses regarding emotional problems were tested. First, "the fre­
quency of emotional problems as reflected by selected behavior charac­
teristics is greater among chronically ill children than among the 
general population of children within the same age range." Second, "the 
frequency of behaviors indicative of emotional problems within a sample 
of chronically ill children is greater among children with conditions 
considered to have major psychosomatic components than among children 
with conditions considered to be primarily genetic in origin." The 
hypotheses were tested using the Modified Child Behavior Inventory, a 
modification of Lapouse's Child Behavior Inventory, which was adminis­
tered to each parent. Children with composite scores in the upper 25% 
of the distribution were classified as behaviorally deviant. Using 
this criterion only 25% of the control sample was considered behaviorally 
deviant, compared to almost 46% of the children whose diseases had psycho­
somatic components and 44.8% of the children whose diseases were 
primarily genetic (Sultz, Schlesinger, Mosher, and Feldman, 1972).
In conclusion the incidence of emotional, behavioral, and aca­
demic problems is significantly greater in children who are chronically 
ill than in those who are physically healthy, primarily as jidged by 
parents, teachers, and physicians. Research in this area by child 
psychologists and psychiatrists is at best limited. The frequency of 
disturbance may range from 147, to 467. depending upon the survey. These 
findings are summarized in Table 1.
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PERCENTAGES OF PSYCHOLOGICAL DISTURBANCE IN SURVEYS 
OF CHRONICALLY ILL AND HEALTHY CHILDREN
Chronically 111 Healthy
Erie County Survey 44.8 to 46% 25%
Isle of Wight Survey 17% 6.6%.
Rochester Child Health Survey 23 to 30% 13 to 16%
United Kingdom National Survey 25% 17%
Contributing factors
Physical condition. According to the results of the United 
Kingdom National Survey the risk of behavioral pathology was found to 
be roughly proportionate to the duration of the disorder and to a 
lesser degree to its severity. Children with sensory disorders were 
twice as likely to be disturbed as those with physical or cosmetic con­
ditions. Similar results were obtained in the Rochester Child Health 
Study.
According to the Erie County results children with diseases which 
were primarily genetic in origin (diabetes, hemophilia, cystic fibrosis, 
and nephrosis) were usually more seriously physically ill. Yet they 
were less emotionally disturbed than those children with diseases which 
had a large psychosomatic component (asthma, peptic ulcer, eczema, and 
rheumatoid arthritis). If these survey results hold generally, emotional 
disturbance is not related simply to degree of physical disability 
(Sultz, ejt al_., 1972).
Parental attitude. The impact of parental attitudes on the atti­
tudes and behavior of non-chronically ill children has been well 
documented (Finley, 1961; Frankiel, 1960; Glidewell, 1961). Unfortu­
nately empirical data on the impact of parental attitude on the 
emotional and behavioral adjustment of chronically ill children is 
lacking. The following conclusions are based on clinical observations 
by the authors.
Mattsson (1971) has observed how parental reactions can affect the 
child's adjustment to his illness. Parents who are highly anxious and
guilt-ridden about the child typically react by overprotecting him and 
by limiting his activities with other children. This reaction is often 
found among children who unexpectedly recover from a near-fatal infant 
illness, who have a hereditary disorder, who were unwanted, or who 
reactivate feelings regarding the past death of a relative. A child 
reared by such oversolicitous, controlling, and fearful parents senses 
parental expectation of his vulnerability and likely premature death. 
Either he may accept this view, becoming passive-dependent, or he may 
rebel against the parents' concerns by becoming a daring, careless 
child who seems to challenge the idea that he is fragile.
Another less common parental reaction is rejection or neglect of 
the ill child, with extreme denial of the severity of the illness. 
Strong unresolved feelings of guilt for the illness are often found 
in these detached and uncooperative parents. They may talk angrily 
about the inconvenience the child's poor health has caused the family; 
blame crises and complications on the child or medical staff; "forget" 
instructions on home care; be inconsistent in child management. When 
the child senses parental rejection he will typically respond with both 
despondence and defiance, which jeopardize his clinical condition. In 
contrast, those parents who have appropriately adapted to the reality 
of their child's illness will "enforce only necessary and realistic 
restrictions on him, encourage self-care and regular school attendance, 
and promote reasonable physical activities with his peers."
Stages of maternal reaction to the child's chronic illness have 
been observed and described by Garrard and Richmond (1963). The first 
stage, disorganization, usually occurs immediately after diagnosis.
Marked denial is manifest in misinterpretation of medical explanations, 
repetitive questioning, seeking of multiple opinions, or a seeming 
failure to talk appropriately about the illness. During the second 
stage, reintegration, defenses may become even more apparent and result 
in a compulsive caring for the child and an unrealistic hope that the 
illness is curable. In the third stage, mature adaptation, most of 
the reality of the child's illness is accepted and the child is appro-
i
priately cared for.
According to parental interviews conducted in the Erie County 
Survey (Sultz, et_ al_., 1972) some of the factors which may contribute 
to impaired parental adjustment to the child's illness include the 
increased financial burden, curtailment of social life and recreation, 
increased household chores, and guilt about neglect of other family 
members.
Juvenile Diabetes Mellitus
Medical aspects
Definition. One childhood chronic illness that has been researched 
in recent years is juvenile diabetes mellitus. Diabetes mellitus is a 
complex disorder of metabolism characterized by hyperglycemia (increase 
in blood sugar) and glycosuria (presence of sugar in the urine). In 
untreated children ketonuria (acetone bodies in the urine) ketonemia 
(acetone bodies in the blood), undernutrition, loss of weight, acidosis 
(disturbance in the acid-base balance of the body with an accumulation 
of acids), and finally coma can occur. The metabolism of fat and pro­
tein, as well as carbohydrate, is altered (Nelson, 1969).
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Incidence. Diabetes mellitus is found at all age levels, from 
infancy through old age. It is estimated that there are over three 
million diabetics in the U.S. and that approximately five percent of 
them are less than 15 years of age (Sultz, et_ al^., 1972).
Etiology. Diabetes mellitus is a hereditary disease which is 
transmitted by a recessive gene in most cases. However, recent evidence 
suggests an environmental/genetic interaction. Family history of the 
disease is frequently but not always present (Nelson, 1969; Treuting, 
1962).
Symptoms. Unusual thirst, frequent voiding, loss of weight, 
strength, and stamina, and leg cramps are common. In later stages, when 
the condition is untreated, symptoms include listlessness, loss of 
appetite, nausea, vomiting, headaches, abdominal pain, drowsiness, and 
ultimately coma (Diabetes Mellitus, 1973; Holvey, 1972; Macleod, 1969; 
Nelson, 1969).
Complications. Complications are uncommon in we11-controlled 
diabetes. However, diabetes may be uncontrolled in as many as 40% of 
a patient sample. Diabetic control is defined as absence of ketonuria 
and glycosuria of less than 20 to 30 gm. in 24 hours. Stunting of 
growth, lack of development, failure to develop secondary sex charac­
teristics, amenorrhea, liver enlargement, tendency to contract infec­
tions, and less tendency to heal are possible complications. The 
incidence of cataracts and areteriosclerosis, including renal lesions, 
increases with duration of the disease (Diabetes Mellitus, 1973; Holvey, 
1972; Macleod, 1969; Nelson, 1969).
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Prognosis. Before the introduction of insulin in 1922 the life 
expectancy of diabetic children was only about two years after onset of 
the disease. With the use of insulin thirty year survival rates have 
been documented (Holvey, ly72; Treuting, 1962).
Treatment. Essential treatments include (a) daily insulin injec­
tions, amount dependent upon regular urinalyses and (b) a calorie 
restricted diet adequate for proper growth and activity and to satisfy 
the child's appetite (Holvey, 1972).
Emotional problems
Although studies of mixed groups of chronically ill children 
generally find that the chronically ill have more psychological problems 
than do healthy controls, results of studies of juvenile diabetics vary. 
Some indicate excessive emotional maladjustment; others suggest that 
emotional disturbance is no greater than in healthy children.
Sterky (1963) reported generally normal mental health, noting 
that children with diabetes had no more mental symptoms than did non- 
ill children; school achievement was comparable for both groups. Weil 
and Ack (1964) found satisfactory school achievement in their sample of 
diabetic children. Only six percent of Joslin's (1951) sample had 
psychological difficulties; no control measures were reported.
McGavin, Schulta, Peden, and Bowen (1940) found that 32 of the 45 
diabetics in their sample (70%) had psychiatric symptoms, but that on 
I.Q. and personality tests no significant deviations were noted. No 
control group was used. Swift, Seidman, and Stein (1967) found that 
their sample of diabetic children had poorer self-concepts, and
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greater anxiety, dependency, and constriction when compared with con­
trols. Fifty percent of the diabetic sample showed psychological 
problems, compared to 10% of the controls. Forty percent of Loughlin 
and Mosenthal's (1944) sample were disturbed in personal security, 
interest in activities, acceptance by groups, and attitudes toward 
bodily functions. No comparison was made to a control group. The 
above results are summarised in Table 2.
Contributing factors
Physical factors. While, a hereditary predisposition is consid­
ered by many as prerequisite to the development of diabetes, 
emotional/environmental stress may precipitate its onset. Emotional 
problems may both result from and contribute to a poorly controlled 
diabetic condition, thus making it difficult to separate cause and 
effect relationships. Nonetheless, several studies show a relationship 
between severity of emotional problems and severity of physical condi­
tion in diabetic patients.
Mirsky (1948) and Wolff (1959) have noted that emotional stress in 
combination with other stresses can contribute to onset of diabetes in 
predisposed individuals. However, Bruch (1949) and Falstein and Judas 
(1955) found no observable relationship between diabetic onset and psy­
chological problems.
In a literature review of emotional factors in the etiology and 
course of diabetes mellitus, Treating (1962) concluded that emotional 
conditions affect the course of the disease and directly produce many 
emotional problems. Hinkle and Wolf (1952) have documented that sugar
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TABLE 2
PREVALENCE OF PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN CHILDREN 
WITH JUVENILE DIABETES MELLITUS
Study Variable Diabetics Controls
Joslin (1951) psychiatric symptoms 6%a none used
Loughlin & Mosenthal (1944) emotional disturbance 40% none used
McGavin et_ al. (1940) psychiatric symptoms 70% none used
I.Q. X=103 none used
psychological tests WNLb none used
Sterky (1963) mental symptoms 45.5% 44.4%
school achievement WNL WNL
Swift et al_. (1967) psychological symptoms 50% 10%
lowered self concept 78% 24%
i dependency 46% 14%
high manifest anxiety 52% 14%
constriction 82% 24%
Weil & Ack (1964) school achievement WNL WNL
apercentage of group with findings on variable 
^WNL = within normal limits
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metabolism and the course of diabetes are directly influenced by emo­
tional factors.
According to a study by Swift, et al. (1967) dependence or defen­
sive independence and inadequate self-percept were significantly related 
to medical control of diabetes. Bruch (1949) noted that the children 
with earlier onset tended to be more submissive. Bennett and 
Johannsen (1954) have proposed that dependency feelings and degree of 
glycosuria are correlated. Kennedy (Khurana and White, 1970) attri­
buted most psychological problems of diabetic children to the trying 
limitations of dietary restrictions.
Parental attitude. Swift, et_ al^ . (1967) compared diabetic and 
control samples of children on the emotional tone of the home and on 
characteristics of parents using the Parental Attitude Research Instru­
ment (PARI), Roth's Mother-Child evaluation, and clinical evaluations. 
The diabetic homes were more conflicted and strained than homes of non­
diabetics. Maternal attitudes of overprotection, neglect, ambivalence, 
domination, and submission were significantly more frequent in the 
diabetic sample. Paternal attitudes were significantly higher on neg­
lect and domination in the diabetic group.
Bruch (1949) found no "constellation" of parental attitudes and 
characteristics in her diabetic group but did observe a relationship 
between negative parental attitudes and poor management of diabetes.
The most desirable parent attitude, that of a tolerant, relaxed accep­
tance of the caretaking tasks, was the most infrequent. Maternal 
perfectionistic overcontrol resulted in satisfactory control of diabetes 
but frequent behavior problems. The mothers who were either masochistic
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or hostile cooperated poorly or erratically with medical care. These 
attitudes and behaviors resulted in poor or irregular control of 
diabetes, and "constant emotional turmoil" in the families.
Khurana and White (1970) tried to correlate parental personality 
and response to treatment in a group of 80 diabetic children, ages 10 
to 15. Poor diabetic control and depression occurred more often in 
children whose parents were classified as indifferent than in those 
whose parents were overanxious, overindulgent, perfectionistic, or 
"normal" according to parental interviews.
Sickle Cell Anemia
Medical aspects
Definition. Sickle cell anemia is a severe, chronic, hemolytic 
(breaking down of red blood cells) anemia which occurs in persons 
homozygous for the sickle gene (Holvey, 1972).
Incidence. One in 500 Blacks in the U.S., of whom approximately
9,000 are children, have sickle cell anemia. Other ethnic groups, 
particularly those from countries bordering the Mediterranean Sea and 
from Northern Africa and Southern Asia, also have the disease (Fact 
Sheet Sickle Cell Anemia, 1975).
Etiology. Individuals homozygous for a mutant, autosomal reces­
sive gene possess this disease (Holvey, 1972).
Symptoms. Symptoms are due to anemia, thrombosis (formation of 
blood clots) and infarction (necrosis of tissue). Typical symptoms
16
include anemia, pain episodes, leg ulcers, growth retardation, delayed 
puberty, gallstones, easily induced tiredness, and pain and swelling in 
hands and feet. Infrequent problems are stroke, priapism, dental 
malocclusion, impaired functioning of lungs or kidney, and kidney infec­
tion. Other problems include enlargement of the spleen and heart, dis­
turbances of vision, and bone infactions (Holvey, 1972).
Prognosis. Few patients live beyond age 40. Intercurrent infec­
tion (especially tuberculosis), multiple pulmonary emboli, or thrombosis 
of a vessel supplying a vital area frequently cause death (Holvey, 1972).
Treatment. Therapy is symptomatic. Transfusions are given only 
for symptomatic anemia or during crises with severe infections. 
Corticosteroids are sometimes helpful in arresting painful crises.
High altitudes and unpressurized planes should be avoided since lowered 
oxygen tension increases sickling tendencies and splenic infarction 
(Holvey, 1972).
Emotional problems
Research on the physical aspects of sickle cell anemia has in­
creased significantly in recent years, after a long period of neglect.
Yet research on the psychological aspects lags behind. In 1974 Whitten 
and Fischhoff observed that "unfortunately there apparently are no pub­
lished studies on this subject." Since that time Kumar, Powars, Allen 
and Haywood (1976) have published a study on the psychological effects 
of sickle cell anemia in a group of adolescents, ages 12 to 18. The 
sickle cell group was comprised of medically stable children from a 
hemotology clinic; the healthy sample was drawn from a local junior
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high school. The sickle cell children were treated kindly by their 
parents. The parents were actively involved in their children's medical 
care. Medical care was comprehensive and had been ongoing for years.
The authors compared sickle cell and control children on anxiety, self- 
concept, and adjustment processes. The General Anxiety Scale for chil­
dren, Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale, and the California 
Test of Personality were selected as instruments because "they have been 
shown to give reproducible results appropriate to the study of chroni­
cally ill children." The control group showed significantly more 
anxiety than the sickle cell group (p ^ 0.005). The sickle cell group 
mean score on the self-concept scale was significantly lower than that 
of the control group (p<^0.001). On 10 of the 12 California Test of 
Personality subscales no significant difference between groups was 
found. The sickle cell group was significantly higher on the "with­
drawing tendencies" scale (p <^0.02) and significantly lower on the 
"social skills" scale (p<0.05). The reported result on the withdrawing 
scale is somewhat difficult to interpret. In the text the scale is 
referred to as "freedom from withdrawing tendencies," but in the table 
of group means the scale is identified as "withdrawing tendencies." The 
study concluded that sickle cell patients who have had consistent 
family support and health care are not different from a matched peer 
group in personal, social, and total adjustment as measured by the 
California Test of Personality but are somewhat lower in self-concept.
Contributing factors
Physical factors. While documented evidence is lacking, Whitten
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and Fischhoff (1974) have made some observations of sickle cell children 
based on clinical experiences. They note that the symptoms of sickle 
cell anemia may arouse feelings of helplessness, particularly when the 
patient is subjected to periods of fatigue, painful crises, and medical 
procedures beyond his control. Fears of abandonment, i.e., fears of 
having to experience the illness without emotional and medical aid, may 
be accentuated by hospitalization.
Feelings of differentness and isolation may stem from the child's 
fatigue, which interferes with normal active childhood play, and from 
growth retardation, which may lead to his being teased by other children, 
and to his being treated by adults as younger than he actually is.
Whitten and Fischhoff stress the importance of not only determin­
ing the impact of the disease on psychosocial functioning, but also the 
influence of emotional factors on clinical features of the disease. For 
example, whether occurrence and intensity of pain crisis are influenced 
by emotional factors in children is as yet unanswered.
Nadel and Portadin (1977) recently investigated the relationship 
between psychological factors and onset of sickle cell crises in adults. 
They interviewed 22 men and women (mean age 24.8 years) upon hospitaliza­
tion for painful crises. Patients also were asked to record their 
present feelings using a modified Zuckerman self-rating mood adjective 
check list. For half of the patients painful crises followed life 
events to which they had responded with severe depression. The 11 non­
depressed patients frequently used denial as a defense mechanism; seven 
of these patients had many fewer crises than the non-denying depressed 
patients.
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Alleyne, Wint, and Serjeant (1976) have compared two groups of 
sickle cell patients, those with and those without leg ulceration on 
educational, employment, recreational, and familial adjustment as well 
as adjustment to their illness. Leg ulcers, a debilitating complication, 
occur in 75% of Jamaican sickle cell patients, arising most frequently 
between 10 and 20 years of age. Patients with leg ulcers left school 
at a significantly earlier age, having reached lower grade levels.
Sixteen of the 35 leg ulcer group left school because of the ulcerations. 
Unemployment was higher among patients with leg ulcers. Difficulties 
in obtaining work were attributed primarily to leg ulceration. The non­
ulcer group showed significantly higher rates of participation in formal 
group activities (e.g., church) and in sports. Significantly fewer 
patients with leg ulcers were living in a nuclear family arrangement. 
Single status was significantly more common among the ulcer group.
Finally failure to accept the disease was twice as common in patients 
with ulceration.
Parental attitude. According to Whitten and Fischhoff parental 
reactions to a sickle cell child may include resentment of any inconven­
ience, anxiety about the future of the child's health and economic and 
social success, guilt over being responsible for his illness, anger over 
economic problems, and embarrassment over his size. Parents may respond 
by being overprotective and restrictive, by pressuring the child to 
perform beyond his capacity, by being neglectful and rejecting, or by 
being overly permissive.
Advice on nutritional habits, unsubstantiated by research, may 
promote further feelings of differentness in the child. Parental
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frustration and resentment may stem from financial hardships which a 
special diet might impose and from conflicts with the child over imple­
menting the diet. Unrealistic expectations of growth acceleration 
may foster feelings of inadequacy in parents whose children continue 
to show growth retardation.
Statement of Purpose of this Research
A review of research on chronically ill children suggests that 
they probably are more likely to develop emotional problems than are 
physically healthy children. However, whether emotional problems are 
more frequent and more severe in children with sickle cell anemia has 
not been addressed adequately. To date only one well-designed study 
(Kumar, et_ al_., 1976) has been published on the emotional problems of 
children with sickle cell anemia, a disease which affects approximately
9,000 black children in the United States. Kumar's study was limited 
to adolescents and provided no information on the emotional status of 
younger children with sickle cell disease. Unlike research on mixed 
groups of chronically ill children, this study did not find the increased 
probability of emotional disturbance in sickle cell patients.
The present study was an effort to assess the emotional functioning 
of children with sickle cell anemia, ages six through twelve. Children 
were expected to show more disturbance than healthy controls compared to 
an adolescent sample because sickle cell medical symptoms often are more 
severe in childhood. Moreover emotional differences between medically 
ill and healthy groups may be less pronounced in adolescence since 
emotional turmoil is more common during those years.
In addition, Kumar's study failed to investigate any of the factors
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which may have contributed to emotional differences between sickle cell 
and healthy children. Two factors which appear to influence the emo­
tional status of chronically ill groups are parental attitude and 
physical status. A relationship between emotional and physical status 
had been demonstrated in adult sickle cell patients (Nadel and Portadin, 
1977), but had not been systematically analyzed in the children. The 
relationship between parental attitude and physical status had been 
demonstrated in other childhood illnesses, but only had been proposed 
in sickle cel] anemia.
The present research was designed to analyze directly the correla­
tions among physical status, parental attitude, and emotional status in 
sickle cell children. It was anticipated that negative parental atti­
tudes and significant physical difficulties would be related to serious 
emotional and behavioral problems.
Another concern was whether differences Kumar found between sickle 
cell and physically healthy adolescents were unique to that diagnosis 
or true of chronically ill children in general. To determine better 
those problems specific to children with sickle cell, samples of chil­
dren with juvenile diabetes mellitus and with good physical health were 
included in this study. The physically healthy group was included to 
test hypotheses that children with chronic illnesses are in greater risk 
of developing emotional disturbance than are children in good physical 
health. Use of another medically disabled group permitted closer 
assessment of what the differences among the groups were due to. The 
juvenile diabetic group was chosen because of its similarities to, as 
well as differences from, sickle cell anemia. Similarities included a
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genetic base, shortened life span, small stature, fatigue, tendency 
toward infections and incontinence. Diabetics differ from sicklers in 
that age of onset is later, affliction is not limited to blacks, and 
insulin shots and dietary restrictions are involved. Specific similari­
ties and differences between the two diagnostic groups were not hypothe­
sized in advance.
Hypotheses
Hypothesis One. On the California Test of Personality (CTP) the sickle 
cell and diabetic groups will have significantly lower scores than the 
physically healthy group on the following scales: (CTP1A (self-
reliance), CTPIB (personal worth), CTPlC (personal freedom), CTP1D (feel­
ing of belonging), CTP1E (freedom from withdrawing tendencies) CPT2B 
(social skills), CTP2C (freedom from anti-social tendencies), CTP2D 
(family relations), CTP2E (school relations).
Hypothesis Two. On the Children's Behavioral Classification Project 
(CBCP) the sickle cell and diabetic groups will have significantly 
higher scores than the physically healthy group on the following factors: 
CBCP V (fear of and hatred toward school), CBCP VI (nuisance type of 
aggressiveness), CBCP IX (bowel and bladder control), CBCP X (temper 
tantrums), CBCP XII (apologetic self-centeredness), XVII (seclusiveness), 
XXVIII (psychosomatic reactions); they will have significantly lower 
scores on CBCP XXVII (physical well-being).
Hypothesis Three. On the Piers-Harris Children's Self Concept Scale 
(CSCS) the sickle cell and diabetic groups will have significantly lower 
scores than the physically healthy group on self-concept.
Hypothesis Four. On the Parental Attitude Research Instrument (Glasser- 
Radin revision) (PARI-R) the sickle cell and diabetic parents will 
have significantly lower scores on the democratic-sharing factor and 
significantly higher scores on the rejection of homemaker role and 
authroitarian-control factors than the physically healthy parents. 
Hypothesis Five. On the PARI-R high scores on the rejection of home­
maker role factor will correlate significantly with high scores on the 
CTP2C (antisoical tendencies) and with high scores on CBCP VI (nuisance 
type of aggressiveness).
Hypothesis Six. On the PARI-R high scores on the authoritarian- 
control factor will correlate significantly with low scores on the 
following CTP scales; CTP1A (self-reliance), CTP1C (personal freedom), 
and CTP1E (freedom from withdrawing tendencies); and with high scores on 
CBCP I (sociable obedience), CBCP XII (apologetic self-centeredness), 
and CBCP XVII (seclusiveness).
Hypothesis Seven. On the PARI-R high scores on the rejection of home­
maker role factor will correlate significantly with high scores on the 
four physical status indices (PSI), which include PSI-1(number of 
hospitalizations in the last six months), PSI-2(number of clinic visits 
in the last six months), PSI-3 (number of days sick in the last six 
months) and PSI-4(years of diagnosed illness).
Hypothesis Eight. High scores on PSI-l(number of hospitalizations in 
the last six months), PSI-2(number of clinic visits in the last six 
months), PSI-3(number of days sick in the last six months) and PSI-4 
(years of diagnosed illness) will correlate significantly with low self 
concept on the Children's Self Concept Scale, with low scores on CTP1A
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(self-reliance), CTP1C (personal freedom), CPT1D (feeling of belonging), 
and CTPIE (freedom from withdrawing tendencies), and CBCP XXVII (physi­
cal well-being); and with high scores on CBCP XVII (seclusiveness), and 
CBCP XXVIII (psychosomatic symptoms).
Hypothesis Nine. The sickle cell and diabetic groups will show signifi­
cantly more overall behavioral disturbance, as measured by a multi­
variate analysis of the CBCP, than will the physically healthy group. 
Similarly, the sickle cell and diabetic groups will show significantly 
more emotional disturbance, as measured by the CTP personal, social, and 
total adjustment scales, than will the physically healthy group.
The above hypotheses are summarized in Tables 3 and 4.
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TABLE 3
SUMMARY OF HYPOTHESES ONE, TWO, THREE, FOUR,AND NINE
Hypothesis Instrument Scales Predicted Results
One CTP
Two CBCP
Three
Four
CSCS
PARI
Nine CTP
CBCP
1A (self-reliance) SC,
IB (personal worth)
1C (personal freedom)
ID (feeling of belong­
ing)
IF (freedom from with­
drawing tendencies)
2B (social skills)
2C (freedom from anti­
social tendencies)
2D (family relations)
2E (school relations)
XXVII (physical well­
being) sc,a
V (fear of, hatred
toward school) SC,
VI (nuisance type of
aggre s s ivene s s)
IX (bowel and bladder
control)
X (temper tantrums)
XII (apologetic self-
centeredness)
XVII (seclusiveness)
XXVIII (psychosomatic 
symptoms)
g
Self concept SC,
democratic-sharing SC,a
rejection of homemaker
role SC^a
authoritarian-control
personal,social, and
total adjustment JD,b 
all scales JD,b
JD^ lower than PHC
JD^ lower than PHC
b c
JD higher than PH
JD*5 lower than PHC 
JDb lower than PHC
JDb higher than PHC
SC3, lower than PHC 
SCa worse than PHC
clsickle cell group
L
juvenile diabetic group 
cphysically healthy group
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TABLE 4
SUMMARY OF HYPOTHESES FIVE, SIX, SEVEN, AND EIGHT
Hypothesis Instrument and Scale Correlation Instrument and Scale
Five PARI rejection of positive CBCP VI (nuisance type 
of aggressiveness)
negative CTP2C (freedom from anti­
social tendencies) 
CSCS (self-concept)
Six PARI authoritarian- 
control factor positive CBCP I (sociable obedience) 
CBCP XII (apologetic self- 
centeredness)
CBCP XVII (seclusiveness)
negative CTP1A (self-reliance)
CTP1C (personal freedom) 
CTP1E (freedom from with­
drawing tendencies)
Seven PARI rejection of
homemaker role
positive Physical Status Indices
Eight Physical Status Indices negative CSCS (self-concept)
CTP1A (self-reliance)
CTP1C (personal freedom) 
CTP1D (feeling of belonging) 
CTPIE (freedom from with­
drawing tendencies) 
CBCP XXVII (physical well­
being)
positive CBCP XVII (seclusiveness) 
CBCP XXVIII (psychosomatic 
symptoms)
METHOD
Subjects
Subjects consisted of groups of sickle cell, juvenile diabetic, 
and physically healthy children, ranging from six through 12 years of 
age, and their mothers or mother-substitutes. These mother-substitutes 
were primary caretakers. While it would have been desirable to compare 
another genetic chronic illness unique to the black population (in the 
United States) to sickle cell, no such diagnosis was available. Nor 
were enough black diabetics expected to be available to match for 
race. According to a study by Rosenbaum (1967) juvenile diabetic sub­
jects at Charity Hospital of New Orleans where the majority of the 
research was conducted, were approximately 50% white and 50% black. 
Surprisingly, only four of the diabetic subjects available for the 
present research were white, which reflects a change in racial distri­
bution of diabetic children followed at Charity Hospital. These 
subjects were retained for analysis of possible race effects.
Juvenile diabetes mellitus is usually diagnosed at a later age than 
sickle cell. In contrast sickle cell is congenital and usually diagnosed 
by age two. Within the present samples the sickle cell children 
clustered near the lower end (six years) of the age limit and the 
diabetic children near the upper end (twelve years); therefore, the 
children were not matched for age. Age served as a covariable.
Similarly, limited sample size prohibited matching for socio-economic
status. Instead, this factor also served as a covariable.
Appendix A provides information on age, SES, race, and sex for 
each group.
Sickle Cell Group. Twenty-eight children comprised this group.
All subjects had a diagnosis of sickle cell anemia, confirmed by their 
physicians. They were patients at the Charity Hospital of New Orleans 
pediatric hematology clinics. Of those who attended clinic during the 
six month interval in which data was collected, only one mother declined 
to participate in the research project. This level of cooperation 
indicates that a representative clinic sample was obtained.
Juvenile Diabetic Group. Twenty-one children comprised this group. 
All subjects had a diagnosis of juvenile diabetes mellitus, confirmed 
by their physicians. They were patients at Earl K. Long Memorial 
(Charity) Hospital in Baton Rouge and at Charity Hospital of New 
Orleans. All of those who were asked to participate in the study did 
so, providing representative samples from the two hospitals.
Physically Healthy Group. Twenty-nine children comprised this 
group. They were drawn from a representative sample of those Orleans 
Parish Public Schools which some of the chronically ill subjects 
attended. An equal number of male and female subjects was selected 
randomly from grades one through seven. In accordance with school 
board policy letters were sent to these children's parents asking for 
their written permission to participate in the research project. Chil­
dren were screened by the school principal for serious emotional and 
physical health problems. Teachers and participating parents verified
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the absence of any serious health problems. Approximately one third of 
those parents who were contacted agreed to participate in the study.
This response rate may have made the physically healthy sample more 
selective than the two chronically ill samples.
Instruments
Several instruments promised to be helpful in addressing these 
issues. In measuring emotional adjustment the Children's Behavioral 
Classification Project (CBCP), the Piers-Harris Children's Self Concept 
Scale (CSCS), and the California Test of Personality (CTP) were 
selected. The Parent Attitude Research Instrument (Glasser-Radin revi­
sion) (PARI-R) was chosen to measure maternal attitude. In addition, 
information was collected on physical status (see p. 41f.).
Children's Behavioral Classification Project.* The CBCP was 
selected because it provided a profile of behaviors on each child 
(Dreger & Dreger, 1962; Dreger, 1964; Dreger, 1968; Dreger, 1977). This 
instrument provides scores on each of 30 factors. A matrix of raw 
scores is postmultiplied by the reduced factor structure matrix to ob­
tain the individual factor scores. "Reduced" in this case means that an 
item is scored on only one factor, even though it may help to identify 
several factors. These factor scores were used for statistical analyses 
in the present study. Group means are presented in standard score form. 
A list of the 30 factors and their popular descriptions are in Appendix 
B. The descriptions are based on CBCP items which load on each factor.
"CBCP" is a term used for both the long-term research into chil­
dren's emotional disorders and the instrument derived from the Project. 
Hereafter the term is employed to designate the instrument.
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The CBCP is found in Appendix C. Appendix D lists the items and their 
factor loadings for each factor. Appendix E lists the scaled scores for 
each factor.
The CBCP was begun in 1958 in an attempt to develop a reliable, 
objective classification system of children's psychological disorders. 
Many other behavioral classification systems actually have involved 
second and third level abstractions (Dreger, personal communication).
To accomplish the aim of an objective system, an interdisciplinary team 
first expanded a list of 50 presenting complaints of parents of clinic 
children to 229 behavioral items, plus 11 demographic items. The items 
covered specific behaviors, in order to minimize interpretation. The 
parent or parent-surrogate of each of 351 clinic children and 80 non­
clinic, control children, ranging in age from six through 13, answered 
each of the 229 items "yes" or "no" depending on whether the behavior 
had been observed in the past six months. Factor analyses yielded 
first 10 and later 23 behavior factors and nine social factors.
Later the behavior items were expanded to 274 and the social items 
to 22, which were administered to 341 clinic and non-clinic parents. 
Eventually 30 factors were extracted from this second set of data. Be­
cause the demographic items generally formed their own factors, factor 
analyses were performed on the behavior items with age of child, sex, 
and clinic-non-clinic status as the only social variables.
Test-retest reliability of the CBCP has yielded positive correla­
tions. Retest reliability on the 229 items for 86 first graders over 
nine months yielded coefficients ranging from .72 to .92, with a 
correlation of .79 for the total group. Retest reliability using 274
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items for 58 cases over four weeks showed self-agreement percentages 
ranging from 74.4 to 94.9 with an average agreement of 86.8%.
Interrater reliability studies have yielded less satisfactory 
results. An interrater comparison made on 17 sets of responses to 229 
behavior items showed an average agreement of only 36% between different 
respondents for the same child. Gilkey (1972) compared mother, father, 
child, and teacher pairs on CBCP factor profiles. He found that average 
interrater correlations on 25 CBCP factors ranged from .389 for mother- 
father comparisons to .129 for teacher-chiId comparisons for clinic 
children and from .418 for mother-father comparisons to .065 for father- 
teacher comparisons in control children. He concluded that one rater 
cannot be substituted for another.
California Test of Personality. The CTP was selected as a measure 
of personal and social adjustment because of its satisfactory use in 
other studies of chronically ill children, and because comparison with 
such studies would be facilitated by use of the same instrument. On 
each scale of the CTP primary form a score from zero to eight was possible. 
On each scale of the CTP elementary form a score from zero to 12 was 
possible. To make results of the two forms comparable, standard scores 
were computed on each subject for use in all statistical analyses in 
the present study. Group means represent averaged standard scores. A 
high score on each scale reflects healthy adjustment. The CTP primary 
(grades K to 3) and elementary (grades 4 to 8) forms are in Appendices 
F and G respectively. McAnarney, Pless, Satterwhite, and Freidman 
(1974) found the CTP useful in describing the psychological problems of 
children with chronic juvenile arthritis. Kumar, et^  a_l. (1976) used the
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CTP in their study of the psychological problems of adolescents with 
sickle cell anemia.
The CTP contains six scales each on personal and social adjustment, 
plus scores for personal, social, and total adjustment. The reliability 
coefficients for the scales on the primary forms AA and BB, using the 
Kuder-Richardson formula, range from .68 to .94, with all but one 
coefficient above .80. On the elementary forms AA and BB the reliability 
coefficients range from .74 to .97, with only two scales below .80.
Scores are computed in terms of percentile ranks. Norms for the primary 
level were developed using 4,500 pupils in South Carolina, Ohio,
Colorado, and California. The elementary level was developed using 
4,562 pupils in Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Massachusetts, and 
California. Although there were no significant differences between 
median scores of successive grade levels, there was a slight tendency 
for the females' responses to average slightly higher than those of the 
males.
Piers-Harris Children's Self Concept Scale. The CSCS, found in 
Appendix H, has been chosen for this study because of the impact chronic 
illness appears to have on self-esteem based on the literature review. 
Since the CSCS has been utilized in Kumar, et al. 's (1976) study of 
adolescents with sickle cell anemia, its inclusion in this project 
permits closer comparison of results. The CSCS consists of 80 first 
person declarative statements to which the child responds "yes" or "no." 
Approximately half of the statements indicate a negative self-concept, 
and half a positive self-concept. Items are scored in the direction of 
positive self-concept, with one point for each item answered in the
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healthy direction. Potential scores may range from zero to 80. The 
scale was standardized on 1,183 children grades four through 12 in 
Pennsylvania. Younger children can take the test if read the items.
There are apparently no mean differences in sex or grade. Internal 
consistency of the scale ranges from .78 to .93 and test-retest relia­
bility from .71 to .77. The CSCS correlates in the mid-sixties with 
comparable instruments and has teacher and peer validity coefficients 
of up to .49. Scores are reported as percentile ranks or stanines 
(Buros, 1972).
Parental Attitude Research Instrument (Glasser-Radin revision).
To assess parental attitude the Glasser-Radin revision of the PARI 
(Radinand Glasser, 1965, 1972)(PARI-R) was selected. The PARI, from 
which the PARI-R was derived, has been used in numerous studies of 
emotionally and physically disturbed children, including a study by 
Swift, et al. (1967) on parents of diabetic children and by Mann (1957) 
on parents of children of cerebral palsy. The PARI consists of 23 five 
item scales covering parent attitudes on marriage, child behavior, and 
child rearing. The parent responds to each statement with strongly or 
mildly agree or disagree. The PARI was developed from sorting signifi­
cant items from studies by Mark (1953) and Shoben (1949) into psycho­
logical homogeneous pools. Additional scales were developed on the basis 
of relevant theories and concepts and standardized on three samples of 
100 mothers. Internal consistency reliability for the 23 scales range 
from .34 to .77, with 17 scales above .60. Test-retest reliability 
done on 19 scales ranges from .44 to .79, with 14 scales above .60. The 
correlations of education with negative attitudes toward child-rearing
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are -.24 for primiparae and -.27 for multiparae (Schaefer and Bell,
1958).
Normative data on the PARI was collected from 222 mothers. Stanine 
scores were derived from the data for the 23 scales. The education of 
the mother was significantly related to scores on the scales. Age 
showed a smaller number of significant relationships with the scales. 
Factor analysis of the scales was computed on data for a clinically 
heterogeneous sample, including 222 "normal" mothers, 131 mothers of 
disturbed children and psychiatric patients, and 60 mothers who were 
psychiatric patients themselves. Three factors were extracted, Factor 
A: authority-control, Factor B: hostility-rejection, and Factor C:
democratic attitudes (Zuckerman, Ribback, Monashkin, and Norton, 1958).
The PARI-R was expected to be suitable for the present study since 
it was developed for use with low income, culturally deprived families.
A 32 item form was developed on the basis of an item analysis of 
replies of middle and low class mothers. Wording of each item is such 
that content is meaningful and comprehensible to the lower class respon­
dents. This form is composed of 14 items most sensitive to class differ­
ences, 10 items with which a disadvantaged population found greatest 
agreement, and eight items least sensitive to class differences. Factors 
which were computed were similar to those of the full length PARI. The 
three factors are authoritarian-control, democratic-sharing, and rejec­
tion of homemaker role. The third factor appears to be named 
inappropriately since the items primarily deal with rejection of the 
child. Items which did not load on any of the factors were retained as 
"rapport" items. In subsequent research six items were added to produce
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a strictness factor, for use primarily in research on academic perfor­
mance .
As on the original PARI, each item is scored four, three, two, or
one according to whether the response is Strongly Agree, Mildly Agree,
Mildly Disagree, or Strongly Disagree respectively. Individual scores
for the items of each factor are summed to obtain factor scores. These
summed scores were used in all statistical analyses in the present 
study. Group means are presented in standard score form. The PARI-R 
is located in Appendix I.
Physical Status Indices. Physical status of the children with 
sickle cell anemia and diabetes mellitus was assessed by obtaining the 
following information from the mother of each child: (a) number of
hospitalizations in the last six months, (b) number of clinic visits 
in the last six months, (c) number of days sick in the last six months, 
and (d) number of years of diagnosed illness. This information was 
verified by the child.
The reliability of the physical status indices is dependent on 
the accurate recall of each mother and child. Information on physical 
status was not obtained from the children's medical charts because 
access to the charts was limited. Furthermore, in many cases, chart 
records were incomplete.
Socio-economic Status
The McGuire-White Index of Social Status (McGuire and White, 1955) 
was used in the present research (Appendix J). The parent established 
as head of household is ranked on each of the three scales:
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1) occupation, 2) source of income, and 3) education attainment. On 
each scale values are assigned ranging from seven (lowest status) to 
one (highest status). Because of missing values for several subjects, 
the three scales were averaged together for each subject in the present 
study.
Procedure
Mothers. For all groups the mother or mother substitute was 
asked to participate in a study about children's behaviors and feelings 
and about parental attitudes. Each participating parent signed a con­
sent form Appendix K) which further explained the study. Mothers who 
agreed to participate in the study completed the CBCP and PARI-R using 
standard instructions. If a parent had less than a sixth grade educa­
tion or expressed a reluctance to fill out the questionnaires alone the 
examiner read the forms. Mothers also were asked to provide personal 
and medical data on their children and information on socio-economic 
status (Appendix L).
Children. All children were administered the CTP and CSCS 
according to standard instructions. If the child exhibited difficulty 
in reading the items the questionnaires were read by the examiner.
The majority of the chronically ill children and their mothers 
completed their questionnaires at the hospital clinic. However, if the 
clinic schedule prevented them from being interviewed on the same day 
as their doctor's appointment, the forms were completed at home. The 
physically healthy group was interviewed at home or at school.
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Analysis
Raw scores were computed for the CBCP, CTP, PARI-R, CSCS, and 
physical status indices. Because the CTP primary form scores range from 
zero to eight and the elementary form scores range from zero to 12 
standard scores were computed for both forms on each CTP scale prior to 
testing CTP hypotheses. The three indices of the McGuire-White Index 
of Social Status were averaged together because of incomplete information 
on several subjects. Two analyses were run for each hypothesis, one 
with and one without the four white diabetic subjects, in order to 
provide as direct an analysis of race effect as possible.
Hypotheses One, Two, Three, and Four. These hypotheses were 
tested using separate univariate analyses of covariance. Age and SES 
served as covariables. Because of the large age differences among the 
groups, use of age as a covariable may have eliminated some existing 
differences in the data.
Hypotheses Five, Six, Seven, and Eight. These hypotheses were 
tested by Pearson product moment correlations.
Hypothesis Nine. Expected CTP and CBCP differences were tested 
by multivariate analyses of covariance; CTP differences also were tested 
by separate univariate analyses of covariance. Age and SES served as 
covariables for all analyses.
RESULTS
Results will be presented for each hypothesis. Significant group 
differences and correlations which are noteworthy but were unpredicted 
will follow. For hypotheses of group differences on the CTP and CBCP, 
some of which were tested by both multivariate analyses of variance and 
univariate analyses of covariance, the levels of significance were 
established as follows. The .05 level was set for the multivariate 
analyses, but the univariate analyses were restricted to the .01 level. 
The .01 level (rather than the more stringent .001 level) was con­
sidered acceptable because specific hypotheses had been made a priori 
for the individual scales. Furthermore, the .001 level seemed un- 
realistically to increase the probability of a Type II error. For 
other hypotheses a prior probability level of .05 was selected to 
indicate significant results. Results are reported for analyses which 
combined both white and black subjects. When exclusion of white sub­
jects altered results, the related values are presented. In reporting 
results, values were rounded up to the third decimal place.
Hypothesis One. The sickle cell and juvenile diabetic groups were 
predicted to have significantly lower scores than the physically 
healthy group on the following CTP scales: CTP1A (self-reliance),
CTP1B (personal worth), CTP1C (personal freedom), CTP1D (feeling of 
belonging), CTP2B (social skills), CTP2D (family relations), CTP2E 
(school relations), CTP1E (freedom from withdrawing tendencies), and
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CTP2C (freedom from anti-social tendencies). This hypothesis was tested 
by separate univariate analyses of covariance, with age and SES as co­
variables. None of these scales showed significant differences among 
groups. Age and SES were unrelated to outcome. Results were main­
tained when only black subjects were included in analyses.
Three of the nine scales showed strong (p ^.05) but nonsignificant 
(p -(.01) group differences. Reported here only as information concern­
ing the results of the investigation, these findings would result in 
rejection of the respective hypotheses, but are only considered sugges­
tive for further research. The three scales were CTP1B (personal worth), 
CTP1E (freedom from withdrawing tendencies), and CTP2C (freedom from 
anti-social tendencies). Of these scales, CTP1B (personal worth) and 
CTP2C (freedom from anti-social tendencies)were in the direction of 
predicted differences,with the sickle cell and juvenile diabetic groups 
scoring lower than the physically healthy group. On CTPIE (freedom 
from withdrawing tendencies), only the sickle cell group scored in the 
predicted direction. Contrary to expectations, the juvenile diabetic 
group scored higher than both the sickle cell and physically healthy 
groups. The above results are summarized in Table 5.
Hypothesis Two. Sickle cell and juvenile diabetic groups were predicted 
to have significantly higher scores than the physically healthy group 
on the following CBCP factors: V (fear of and hatred toward school),
VI (nuisance type of aggressiveness), IX (bowel and bladder control),
X (temper tantrums), XII (apologetic self-centeredness), XVII (seclu­
siveness), and XXVIII (psychosomatic reactions). Lower scores were 
predicted for the sickle cell and juvenile diabetic groups on XXVII
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TABLE 5
STANDARD SCORE MEANS FOR THE GROUP MAIN EFFECT ON THE
CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY SUBSCALES3
Variable
_b
SC X
— c 
JD X
_d 
PH X F E
CTP1A
(self-reliance) -.193
.222 .025 .994 .623
CTP IB
(personal worth)
-.392 .181 .247 3.207 .045
CTP 1C
(personal freedom)
-.098 .268 -.100 .940 .603
CTP ID
(feeling of belonging)
-.304 .069 .244 2.019 .138
CTP IE
(freedom from withdrawing 
tendencies)
-.373 .338 .115 3.348 .039
CTP2B
(social skills)
-.225 .395 -.069 2.309 .105
CTP2C
(freedom from antisocial 
tendencies)
-.401 -.009 .394 4.131 .020
CTP2D
(family relations)
-.326 .135 .217 2.280 .108
CTP2E
(school relations)
-.220 .184 .079 1.049 .357
CTP-P .A.
(personal adjustment)
-1.751 1.489 .613 4.310 .017
CTP-S.A.
(social adjustment)
-1.614 .846 .946 3.523 .034
CTP-T.A.
(total adjustment)
-3.366 2.335 1.559 4.769 .011
aThe prior level of significance of .01 was chosen; actual £ 
values are presented to show strength of relationships.
^sickle cell group
cjuvenile diabetic group
^physically healthy group
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(physical well-being). This hypothesis was tested by separate univariate 
analyses of covariance, with age and SES as covariables.
Significance was obtained on CBCP XXVII (physical well-being), with 
both the sickle cell and juvenile diabetic groups scoring lower than the 
physically healthy group. SES was strongly (p ^.05) but not signifi­
cantly related to outcome. Age was unrelated to results. Race did not 
affect findings. Significance was found on none of the seven factors on 
which the sickle cell and juvenile diabetic groups were predicted to 
score higher than the physically healthy group. Age and SES were 
unrelated to these outcomes. Race did not influence group differences. 
Group differences on CBCP XVII (seclusiveness) closely approached (p^.05) 
but did not reach significance. However, predicted direction of group 
differences was upheld, with the sickle cell group scoring highest of 
all. These results are presented in Table 6.
Hypothesis Three. Both the sickle cell and juvenile diabetic groups were 
predicted to score lower than the physically healthy group on the CSCS. 
Group differences were tested by means of a univariate analysis of 
covariance, with SES and age as covariables. The hypothesis was borne 
out by the data. Age and SES were unrelated to the findings. Analysis 
of black subjects alone produced the same results. These results are 
presented in Table 7.
Hypothesis Four. The sickle cell and juvenile diabetic subjects were 
predicted to have significantly lower scores than the physically 
healthy subjects on the PAKL-R democratic-sharing factor and signifi­
cantly higher scores on the PARI-R rejection of homemaker role and
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TABLE 6
STANDARD SCORE MEANS FOR THE GROUP MAIN EFFECT ON THE CHILDREN'S
BEHAVIORAL CLASSIFICATION PROJECT FACTORS3
Variable
_b 
SC X
_c 
JD X
_d
PH X F R
CBCP V
(fear of and hatred 
toward school)
.402 -.200 -.239 2.425 .094
CBCP VI
(nuisance type of 
aggressiveness)
-.153 .142 .044 1.864 .838
CBCP IX
(bowel and bladder 
control)
1.090 .848 .819 2.110 .127
CBCP X
(temper tantrums)
.112 .122 -.196 .349 .712
CBCP XII
(apologetic self- 
centeredness)
.307 -.115 -.247 1.113 .334
CBCP XVII 
(seclusiveness)
.446 -.340 -.179 4.858 .011
CBCP XXVII
(physical well-being)
-.321 -.149 .418 7.639 .001
CBCP XXVIII
(psychosomatic reactions)
.121 -.011 -.110 .322 .730
g
The prior level of significance of .01 was chosen; actual £ 
values are presented to show strength of relationships.
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TABLE 7
MEANS FOR THE GROUP MAIN EFFECT ON THE CHILDREN'S 
SELF CONCEPT SCALE3
— b — c _jd
Variable SC X JD X PH X I £
CSCS 54.047 59.417 63.963 5.184 .008
3
The prior level of significance of .05 was chosen; actual £ 
values are presented to show strength of relationships.
^sickle cell group 
cjuvenile diabetic group 
^physically healthy group
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authoritarian-control factors. These predictions were tested by means 
of separate univariate analyses of covariance, with age and SES as 
covariables.
Although none of the predicted group differences was supported by 
the data, SES was significantly related to outcome on the democratic- 
sharing and authoritarian-control factors. Age was unrelated to outcome 
on any of the scales. Exclusion of white subjects did not alter these 
findings. Table 8 summarizes these results.
Hypothesis Five. High scores on the PARI-R rejection of homemaker role 
were predicted to correlate with low scores on CTP2C (freedom from 
antisocial tendencies) and with high scores on CBCP VI (nuisance type of 
aggressiveness). Pearson product moment correlations were run to test 
these hypotheses.
While correlation with CTP2C (freedom from antisocial tendencies) 
was non-significant, correlation with CBCP VI (nuisance type of aggres­
siveness) was highly significant. Exclusion of white subjects did not 
alter these results, which are summarized in Table 9.
Hypothesis Six. High scores on the PARI-R authoritarian-control factor 
were predicted to correlate with high scores on the following scales; 
CBCP I (sociable obedience), CBCP XII (apologetic self-centeredness), 
and CBCP XVII (seclusiveness). High scores on this PARI-R scale were 
predicted to correlate with low scores on CTP1A (self-reliance), CTP1C 
(personal freedom) and CTP1E (freedom from withdrawing tendencies).
These relationships were tested by Pearson produce moment correlations.
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TABLE 8
STANDARD SCORE MEANS FOR THE GROUP MAIN EFFECT ON THE
PARENT ATTITUDE RESEARCH INSTRUMENT--REVISED3
Variable
_b
SC X
_c 
JD X
_jd
PH X I E
PARI-A6 .252 -.024 -.225 .814 .549
PARI-Df -.229 .133 .125 .444 .649
PARI-R8 -.030 .091 -.035 .090 .914
Q
The prior level of significance of .05 was chosen; actual £ 
values are presented to show strength of relationships.
sickle cell group
c
juvenile diabetic group 
^physically healthy group 
eauthoritarian-control factor 
^democratic-sharing factor 
^rejection of homemaker role factor
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TABLE 9
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR THE PARI-R
REJECTION OF HOMEMAKER ROLE FACTOR3
r coefficient EL
CTP2C
(freedom from antisocial tendencies)
.016 .890
CBCP VI
(nuisance type of aggressiveness)
.381 .001
PSI-1
(number of hospitalizations in the 
last six months)
-.017 .906
PSI-2
(number of clinic visits in the 
last six months)
-.002 .988
PSI-3
(number of days sick in the last 
six months)
.099 .498
PSI-4
(number of years of diagnosed illness)
-.129 .377
aThe prior level of significance of .05 was chosen; actual £ 
values are presented to show strength of relationship.
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The CTP scales and CBCP I (sociable obedience) showed no signifi­
cant correlation with the PARI-R scale. Use of only black subjects 
maintained results. CBCP XII (apologetic self-centeredness) and CBCP 
XVII (seclusiveness) correlated significantly in the predicted direc­
tion with the PARI-R scale. Exclusion of white subjects preserved 
significance on CBCP XVII (seclusiveness), but produced nonsignificance 
on CBCP XII (apologetic self-centeredness). The correlation of factor 
XII (apologetic self-centeredness) was decreased only slightly, but 
enough for significance to be lost. These findings are listed in 
Table 10.
Hypothesis Seven. High scores on the PARI-R rejection of homemaker 
role factor were hypothesized to correlate significantly with Physical 
Status Index (PSI)-l (number of hospitalizations in the last six 
months), PSI-2 (number of clinic visits in the last six months),
PSI-3 (number of days sick in the last six months), and PSI-4 (years 
of diagnosed illness). Pearson product moment correlations were used 
to test these predictions. None of the correlations was significant. 
Use of only black subjects maintained these results. Table 9 
summarizes these findings.
Hypothesis Eight . High scores on the PSI-1, PSI-2, PSI-3, and PSI-4 
were predicted to correlate with low scores on the CSCS, on CBCP XXVII 
(physical well-being) and on CTP1A (self-reliance), CTP1C (personal 
freedom), and CTPlD (feeling of belonging). High scores on PSI-1 
(number of hospitalizations), PSI-2 (number of clinic visits), PSI-3 
(number of days sick), and PSI-4 (years of diagnosed illness) were
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TABLE 10
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR THE PARI-R
AUTHORITARIAN-CONTROL FACTOR3
r coefficient . E.
CBCP I
(sociable obedience)
-.201 .078
CBCP XII
(apologetic self-centeredness)
.232 .041
CBCP XVII 
(seclusiveness)
.382 .001
CTP1A
(self-reliance)
.038 .740
CTP1C
(personal freedom)
.045 .695
CTP1E
(freedom from withdrawing tendencies)
-.036 .756
aThe prior level of significance of .05 was chosen; actual £ 
values are presented to show strength of relationship.
^With black subjects only, r = .223, p = .056.
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predicted to correlate with high scores on CBCP XVII (seclusiveness) and 
XXVIII (psychosomatic reactions) and on CTPlE (freedom from withdrawing 
tendencies). These hypotheses were tested by Pearson product moment 
correlations.
Contrary to expectation none of the PSIs correlated significantly 
with the CSCS or with any of the CBCP factors. Of the CTP scales, only 
CTP1D (feeling of belonging) showed a significant relationship to any 
of the PSIs. CTP1D (feeling of belonging) correlated negatively with 
PSI-2 (number of clinic visits) and PSI-3 (number of days sick). All 
correlations were maintained whtn only black subjects were used. Table 
11 presents these results.
Hypothesis Nine. The sickle cell and juvenile diabetic groups were 
predicted to be significantly different from the physically healthy 
group in overall behavior, as measured by the CBCP, and in emotional 
adjustment, as measured by the CTP personal, social, and total adjustment 
scales. The CBCP and CTP differences were tested by means of a multi­
variate analysis of variance. The CTP scales also were tested by uni­
variate analyses of covariance, with age and SES as covariables.
No significant group differences were found on the CBCP. Age and 
SES were unrelated to outcome. Exclusion of white subjects did not 
alter results.
Predicted differences on the CTP personal, social and total adjust­
ment scales were not realized. Group differences on the multivariate 
and univariate analyses were nonsignificant. Age and SES were unrelated 
to outcome. Use of only black subjects did not alter results, although 
strength of trend was weakened in one instance as mentioned below.
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TABLE 11
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR THE
PHYSICAL STATUS INDICES3
Variables PSI-1 PSI-2 PSI-3 PSI-4
CSCS -.174b -.197 -.262 -.005
.231° .174 .069 .975
CBCP XVII -.072 -.192 .168 .223
(apologetic self-centeredness) .621 .187 .249 .124
CBCP XXVII -.017 -.015 -.055 -.154
(physical well-being) .907 .920 .708 .291
CBCP XXVIII .034 .016 -.034 .232
(psychosomatic symptoms) .817 .913 .816 .109
CTP1A -.056 -.067 -.075 .007
(self-reliance) .704 .645 .606 .963
CTP 1C -.098 .009 -.207 -.139
(personal freedom) .503 .953 .154 .343
CTP ID -.181 -.289 -.282 -.033
(feeling of belonging) .212 .044 .050 .821
CTP IE -.063 -.208 -.168 -.115
(freedom from withdrawing 
tendencies)
.668 .151 .249 .433
The prior level of significance of .01 was chosen; actual £ 
values are presented to show strength of relationships.
br coefficients
C£ values
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The univariate analyses showed some nonsignificant trends which, 
if borne out in future research, would support the hypotheses partially. 
These trends are presented for information only. As expected, on the 
CTP personal adjustment scale the sickle cell group scored lower than 
the physically healthy group. The juvenile diabetic group, however, 
scored higher than both the sickle cell and physically healthy groups. 
Also as predicted on the social adjustment scale the sickle cell group 
scored significantly lower than the physically healthy group. The 
diabetic group scored lower than the physically healthy group, but the 
difference between the groups was small. When white subjects were
removed, group differences were decreased slightly. On the total ad­
justment scale the sickle cell group scored lower than the physically 
healthy group, as was expected. Though the juvenile diabetic group 
also was predicted to score lower than the physically healthy group, 
it scored higher than both the physically healthy and the sickle cell 
groups. Hopefully future research will confirm or reject to these 
trends.
Table 12 outlines the results of the F tests. The group means for
the CTP adjustment scales are available in Table 5.
Non-hypothesized Significant Results
For the sake of guiding further research, significant results from 
this investigation are collected here.
Emotional and Behavioral Indices. The sickle cell group scored lower 
than both the juvenile diabetic and physically healthy groups on CBCP I 
(sociable obedience). Age was strongly (p ^.02) but not significantly 
related to outcome. SES was unrelated to results. Use of only black
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TABLE 12
RESULTS FOR THE GROUP MAIN EFFECT ON THE CHILDREN'S BEHAVIORAL 
CLASSIFICATION PROJECT AND THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY 
ADJUSTMENT SCALES: F TESTS FOR THE MANOVA AND THE ANOVA 
WITH COVARIATES PARTIALLED OUTa
Variable
F
MANOVA
E F
ANOVA
E
CBCP 1.317 0.120 ------ none
CTP-P.A.b 1.424 .162 4.310 .017
CTP-S ,A.C 1.284 .235 3.523 .034
CTP-T.A.d 1.155 .297 4.769 .011
The prior level of significance of .05 was chosen for the
MANOVAs; the prior level of significance of .01 was chosen for the
ANOVAs.
^CTP personal adjustment scale (CTP1A through CTP1F) 
CTP social adjustment scale (CTP2A through CTP2F)
d
CTP total adjustment scale (CTP1A through CTP2F)
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subjects maintained the same findings.
The sickle cell group scored higher than both the juvenile diabe­
tic and physically healthy groups on CBCP XI (eating habits) and CBCP 
XXI (muscular stiffness). Neither age nor SES was related to these 
outcomes. Use of only black subjects did not alter results.
On CBCP XXIX (achievement orientation) age was negatively related 
to achievement. No group differences existed; SES was unrelated to 
outcome. Exclusion of white subjects yielded the same results.
Trends among the emotional and behavioral indices included the 
following. On CBCP XXIV (organic psychosis) the sickle cell group 
scored higher than both the juvenile diabetic and physically healthy 
groups. Age and SES were unrelated to group differences. Exclusion of 
white subjects produced the same findings. On CTP1F (freedom from 
nervous symptoms) the juvenile diabetic group scored highest, the 
sickle cell group lowest, and the physically healthy group in the 
middle. Differences were maintained when white subjects were excluded. 
Neither SES nor age was related to group differences. Appendix M 
summarizes these group differences.
PARI-R Correlations
PARI-R authoritarian-control factor. This PARI-R factor correlated 
positively with CBCP VIII (foot dragging), CBCP IX (bowel and bladder 
control), CBCP XI (eating habits), and CBCP XIX (concentration). A nega­
tive correlation existed with CTP2A (social standards) and CTP2F (com­
munity relations).
PARI-R democratic-sharing factor. This PARI-R factor correlated
positively with CBCP I (sociable obedience) and CTP2E (school relations). 
A negative correlation was found with CBCP XII (apologetic self- 
centeredness) .
PARI-R rejection of homemaker role factor. This PARI-R factor 
correlated positively with 12 CBCP factors, including III (disturbed 
sleep), IV (hostility toward self and others), V (fear of and hatred 
toward school), X (temper tantrums), XII (apologetic self-centeredness), 
XIII (suspiciousness), XV (aggressive sexuality), XXI (muscular stiff­
ness), XXII (muscular twitching), XXIII (clumsiness), XXIV (organic 
psychosis), and XXV (functional psychosis).
The above PARI-R correlations are summarized in Appendix N 
Use of only black subjects maintained correlations.
PSI correlations
PSI-1 (number of hospitalizations). PSI-1 correlated positively 
with CBCP VII (antisocial aggressiveness), CBCP XII (apologetic self- 
centeredness), and CTP2C (freedom from antisocial tendencies). Nega­
tive correlations were found with CTP2B (social skills) and CTP social 
adjustment.
PSI-2 (number of clinic visits). PSI-2 correlated negatively with 
CTP2B (social skills) and positively with CTP2C (freedom from antisocial 
tendencies).
PSI-3 (number of days sick). PSI-3 correlated positively with 
CBCP V (fear of and hatred toward school), CBCP XII (apologetic self- 
centeredness), CTP1F (freedom from nervous symptoms), and CTP2C (freedom
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from antisocial tendencies). The correlations with CBCP XII (apologetic 
self-centeredness) was decreased slightly, but enough to lose signifi­
cance, when white subjects were eliminated. PSI-3 correlated negatively 
with CTP2A (social standards, CTP2B (social skills), CTP2E (school rela­
tions), and CTP personal, social, and total adjustment scales.
Appendix 0 lists the above correlations. Except as noted in the 
text the relationships remained significant when only black subjects 
were used.
DISCUSSION
Emotional and behavioral adjustment
Based on the findings of this study sickle cell and juvenile 
diabetic children appear to be no different from physically healthy 
children in emotional or behavioral adjustment. This conclusion is in 
keeping with that of Kumar, et_ al. (1976) on sickle cell adolescents, 
but is at odds with the Swift, et a U  (1967) comprehensive study of 
juvenile diabetics. Perhaps continued advances in the medical care and 
the increased life span of the juvenile diabetic have contributed to 
an improved emotional and behavioral adjustment. Also noteworthy is 
that subjects in Swift, et al.'s study ranged from seven through 17 
years of age. The adolescent segment of his sample may have repre­
sented a large part of the psychological disturbance found. Indeed, 
adolescence is often a dreaded time for juvenile diabetic parents and 
physicians because acting out can become quite prominent.
Consistent with the literature on sickle cell and juvenile chil­
dren (as well as that on mixed groups of chronically ill children), 
this study finds that both sickle cell and juvenile diabetic patients 
have lowered self-concepts compared to healthy controls. In addition, 
trends in the data suggest that both sickle cell and juvenile groups 
have lower feelings of personal worth than do physically healthy chil­
dren. Personal worth, as assessed in this study, places more emphasis 
on (perception of) others' assessment of one's worth than does the
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self-concept scale. Future research with larger samples may show that 
perception of others (as well as self) assessment of one's worth is 
lower in juvenile diabetic and especially sickle cell children.
Present results did not support findings of Kumar, et_ al.. that 
sickle cell patients are lower in social skills and higher in withdraw­
ing tendencies. Further research is indicated to determine whether, as 
data trends suggest, younger sickle cell children are higher than 
juvenile diabetic and physically healthy children in withdrawing ten­
dencies. That sickle cell children did not differ from controls in 
withdrawing tendencies and social skills may be a function of age. 
Perhaps in childhood the major effect of sickle cell anemia is that the 
self-concept is lowered. This self-concept may begin to show an impact 
on emotional adjustment by the time the child reaches adolescence. In 
addition, Kumar, et_al.'s sample had been diagnosed longer; perhaps the 
effect of the chronic illness is cumulative, with withdrawing tendencies 
and underdeveloped social skills being more likely the longer the child 
has the illness.
However, it may be that any adjustment problems seen in younger 
children (six through 12 years of age) are of a more general nature, 
becoming more specific in the older ages. Data trends which suggest 
that younger sickle cell children may be more likely to have poorer 
personal, social, and total adjustment than both juvenile diabetic and 
physically healthy children need to be tested on larger samples in sub­
sequent research. Further investigation also is required to accept or 
reject data trends which suggest that any expression of specific adjust­
ment problems in the sickle cell child may be limited to seclusive
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behavior. If the presence of seclusiveness is confirmed, such behavior 
possibly may be seen as a reaction to the child's negative feelings 
about himself and about having sickle cell anemia. Whitten and 
Fischhoff's comments support such relationships. Moreover, frequent 
illness, visits to the doctor, and hospitalizations may have decreased 
opportunities for the sickle cell child to develop peer interactions.
Parent attitude
Group differences. Parent attitude was not significantly differ­
ent among the three groups; i.e., the parents of the sickle cell and 
juvenile diabetic children were no more or no less rejecting, authori­
tarian, or democratic than were the parents of the physically healthy 
children. No difference in parent attitude may explain in part why no 
emotional and behavioral differences were found. This conclusion 
assumes that any existing group differences in parental attitude would 
have been detected by the PARI-R and that such differences would have 
effected the groups of children differentially. Had the present research 
found the extremes of maternal attitudes which Swift, et_ al^. found in 
his diabetic sample, it also might have found the emotional maladjust­
ment which Swift did. Essentially no difference in years of illness 
existed between Swift's diabetic group (X years = 3.960) and the 
present diabetic sample (X years = 4.028), so this factor is not likely 
to explain differences between the two studies on parent attitude.
Other measures of physical status were unavailable for comparison be­
tween the two studies.
Another possible explanation for nonsignificant findings on the
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PARI-R is that the PARI-R may be less sensitive to group differences than 
the PARI. Although the latter was used on previous research on the 
chronically ill child, the PARI-R was selected for this study becaust it 
was designed for use with lower socioeconomic status subjects. The 
choice may not have been a satisfactory one.
Physical status indices correlations. No significant relationship 
was found between a rejecting parent attitude and any of the PSIs. This 
result is not in keeping with those of Khurana and White (1970) who 
found that poor diabetic control correlated with parental indifference. 
Nor were Mattsson's (1971) observations of a relationship between the 
chronically ill child's poor clinical condition and rejecting parents 
borne out.
One possible explanation is that the scales for either or both the 
parent attitudes and physical status were insensitive to these relation­
ships. On the other hand, perhaps a larger, more diverse sample would 
be able to detect these predicted correlations. Finally, these rela­
tionships simply may not have existed in the present sample. Such a 
conclusion is in keeping with Chang's (1975) study of asthmatic children. 
She found no significant relationship between parent attitude, as mea­
sured by the PARI, and duration or severity of illness.
Emotional and behavioral adjustment correlations. Rejecting 
parent attitudes correlated with aggressive (but not with antisocial) 
behavior in all children. This correlation may be in keeping with 
Hetherington and Parke's (1975) comments that hostile parents have dif­
ficulty inhibiting their children's behavior, especially aggressive 
behavior.
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According to the present findings, aggressive behaviors which 
include arguing, teasing, playing unfairly, pouting, and getting angry 
are related to parental rejection. However, aggressive behavior of an 
antisocial nature, such as disobedience and destructiveness of property, 
appears to be unrelated to a rejecting parental attitude.
An authoritarian-controlling parent attitude was expected to cor- 
late with several emotional and behavioral characteristics. However, 
only apologetic self-centeredness and seclusiveness positively corre­
lated with an authoritarian-controlling parent attitude. These results 
suggest that an authoritarian parent attitude is related to apologetic, 
overly-obedient, submissive, and secluded behavior in children. Thus 
neurotic inhibition seems related to controlling parental attitudes.
This relationship is in keeping with Levy's (1943) and Symond's (1939) 
classic research showing that dominating mothers create submissive 
children. The relationship between a child's apologetic self-centered - 
ness and parental controlling attitudes is weakened when computed with 
only black subjects. Elimination of whites may have reduced the variance 
enough to produce non-significant results.
Physical status indices
Emotional and behavioral adjustment correlations. Physical status 
was expected to be related to emotional and behavioral adjustment, to 
self concept, and to parental rejection. These relationships did not 
materialize, with one exception. Feeling of belonging was negatively 
associated with number of clinic visits and days sick. This conclusion 
is in line with a relationship between sickle cell physical problems and
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feelings of differentness and isolation, which was proposed by Whitten 
and Fischhoff. In the present study feeling of belonging referred to 
feeling accepted by and enjoying good relations with family, friends, 
and teachers. Perhaps one may conclude that mere frequency of contact 
with others is important in developing these feelings. It appears that 
children whose contacts were restricted by clinic visits and by being 
at home sick more often felt isolated and unaccepted. The significance 
of these relationships does not appear to have occurred by chance 
alone (p. = .50) (Sakoda, Cohen, and Beall, 1954), despite the numerous 
correlations which were calculated among the emotional and behavioral 
adjustment indices and the physical status indices.
The finding that none of the other predicted relationships 
between emotional and behavioral adjustment and physical status is 
contrary to findings of the United Kingdom National Survey and the 
Rochester Child Health Study. These surveys found that duration and 
severity of illness were roughly proportionate to risk of behavioral 
pathology. The cited studies used heterogeneous groups of chronically 
ill children, which may have provided a broader range of values on 
these variables, thus increasing the chance of significance.
Bruch (1949) found that diabetic children with earlier onset 
tend to be more submissive. Similarly, Whitten and Fischhoff predicted 
that helpless feelings would be related to physical problems in sickle 
cell children. These findings were not borne out in the present 
research. No correlation existed between years of diagnosis or fre­
quency of medical care and sick days and submissive, dependent 
behaviors (as measured by CTP self-reliance, withdrawing tendencies,
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and personal freedom scales). Perhaps looking at mean age of onset and 
other criteria of physical problems would have yielded significance.
Unfortunately accurate information on number of hospitalizations, 
clinic visits, or days of illness was not available readily for more 
than the six month interval reported. Had such information been avail­
able from onset of illness, results might have shown significance.
More specific criteria for physical problems might have helped also.
For example, Swift, et al. concluded that medical control of 
diabetes related significantly to self-percept and independence/ 
dependence measures. Perhaps had medical control been assessed 
directly by recording number of sickle cell crises and number of dia- 
betci glycosuric and ketonuric indidents in a given time interval 
significant relationships would have shown up.
Of course, the criteria for emotional and behavioral adjustment 
may have been inappropriate. Some of the scales selected on the basis 
of research on heterogeneous groups of chronically ill children may 
not be adequate to determine relationships among physical, emotional, 
and behavioral status in sickle cell and juvenile diabetic children. 
Finally, some of the CTP and CBCP scales which were excluded from the 
present hypotheses, but yielded significance, should be considered in 
future research.
Future Research
Trends in the data mentioned in the above discussion merit further 
study. Specifically, whether general personal, social, and total 
adjustment are found to be worse in sickle cell than in juvenile
diabetic and physically healthy groups is important to determine. 
Another interesting trend of the data in the CTP scales bears further 
study. A rank order of group mean scores on the nine hypothesized CTP 
scales shows that the sickle cell group had the lowest mean score on 
eight of those scales. These rankings earn them the "least healthy" 
status (although not at a significant level) since all scales are 
scored in the direction of health. On the ninth scale the sickle cell 
group is only .002 higher than the lowest group. That such consistent 
rank orders would occur by chance is improbable and suggest that 
existing, pervasive emotional disturbance in sickle cell children may 
be detected in future research using larger samples. These trends 
need to be substantiated or ruled out to help teachers, physicians, 
and parents plan corrective and supportive actions and programs where 
indicated. For similar reasons, it is important to see whether subse­
quent research will bear out the trends that sickle cell children 
behave more seclusively and feel that others do not value them highly. 
Whether these two latter trends are correlated would be worth exploring 
a positive relationship may suggest that awareness of other's apprecia­
tion of them is a necessary part of helping the sickle cell child 
develop more sociable interactions.
Should greater disturbance be found in a subsequent sample of 
sickle cell children, more negative parental attitudes might also be 
expected. The PARI and the PARI-R may be compared in ability to detect 
group differences and to reveal significant correlations with other 
variables. Observation of parental behavior may be helpful also.
More precise measures of physical status may be utilized in
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future research to show relationships between emotional adjustment and 
crises in sickle cell children. Nadel and Portaden's (1977) research 
on the relationship between sickle cell crises and depression in adults 
may serve as a model.
Finally, larger scale research is needed to bear out or refute 
trends on the analyses of variance which were lost because of nonsignifi­
cant multivariate analyses in the present research.
Serendipitous findings. Many interesting, unexpected results came 
out of the present research, which invite further study in a variety of 
areas. Some possibilities follow.
1. The presence of eating difficulties and muscular stiffness in 
the sickle cell sample brings up the question of the relationship 
between these CBCP factors and specific sickle cell symptoms, such as 
stomach cramps and sickling crises. Also of interest is whether the 
CBCP would be able to differentiate among sickle children on these 
symptoms.
2. The higher scores of the sickle cell group on the CBCP organic 
psychosis factor should encourage further investigation of the effects 
of sickle cell anemia on the central nervous system. Other studies have 
pointed toward CNS involvement in sickle cell diseases (Neel, 1977;
Thomas and Weiner, 1976).
3. The higher scores of the sickle cell group on the CTP nervous 
symptoms scale indicate the need to determine whether sickle cell 
children experience more psychosomatic symptoms than do diabetic 
children.
4. The negative correlations found between age and both
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achievement orientation and sociable obedience provides material for 
further research on developmental trends in these two areas.
5. The hypothesized relationship between submissive behaviors 
of the child and authoritarian-controlling attitudes of the parent 
were borne out. An unexpected additional finding was that passive- 
aggressive behaviors also are related to parental authoritarian-control 
attitudes. Correlation of the authoritarian-control parental attitude 
with bowel and bladder control, eating habits, and foot dragging 
suggest that children of authoritarian parents are not altogether sub­
missive. A second unexpected, but plausible, correlation was that 
between the authoritarian parent attitude and inadequately developed 
social and community relations in the child. Thus, while not neces­
sarily well-socialized or outgoing, the child of an authoritarian 
parent may have developed adaptive passive-aggressive behaviors.
Further exploration of these findings may provide an important per­
spective in parent-child research.
6. Democratic-sharing parental attitude correlated positively 
with sociable obedience (one of the strongest CBCP factors) and with 
healthy school relations; a negative correlation was found with 
seclusive behavior. If these relationships hold up in future 
research, a democratic-sharing parental attitude may be established as 
a primary factor in development of a well-adjusted child.
7. A rejecting parental attitude may be shown to contribute to 
development of a variety of childhood disturbances if correlations 
with over one third of the CBCP factors are borne out in other samples. 
Children's problems may include poorly established relationships
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(including difficulty establishing trust), lack of inhibitions (includ­
ing sexual ones), and serious physical and emotional symptoms (including 
those of a psychotic nature). Of course, the directions of these corre­
lations need to be considered as well. Perhaps parental rejection is a 
reaction to problems in the child in some cases. This may be so with 
children with psychotic symptoms, if a genetic theory of psychosis is 
adopted.
8. Positive correlations between both antisocial aggressiveness 
and apologetic self-centeredness and number of hospitalizations may 
signify the development of over-compensating behaviors in the chroni­
cally ill child. In psychodynamic theory, antisocial behavior, such 
as stealing, may compensate for a perceived loss, such as health, or 
parental attachment. (Frequent hospitalizations may require frequent 
separation from parents.) Antisocial behavior also may be a result of 
parental indulgence of the ill child's inappropriate conduct.
Similarly, apologetic self-centered behavior in the child may be 
over-compensation for guilty feelings. These guilt feelings may stem 
from the belief that the illness is a punishment for misbehavior or 
unkind thoughts (Beverly, 1936). The child also may feel guilty for 
trouble he feels his illness has caused his family. More extensive 
research to verify and elaborate on such over-compensating behaviors 
would be welcome.
9. Negative correlations of number of hospitalizations, clinic 
visits, and days sick with both social skills and freedom from anti­
social tendencies provide an avenue of research in socialization of 
children. Perhaps frequent time spent in health care related
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activities limits opportunities for development of appropriate social 
behavior. This relationship assumes that peer interaction, of which 
the chronically ill child would have less in proportion to time spent 
attending to his illness, is a primary source of socialization. 
Literature on normal samples of children supports this assumption. 
Research on socialization of the chronically ill child needs to be 
developed also.
An added concern is the effect of illness on attitudes toward 
school. In the present study number of days of illness was related to 
fear of and hatred toward school and poor school relations.
Finally, of great concern are the correlations of number of days 
of illness with personal, social, and total adjustment. If this 
finding is borne out in future studies, measures must be developed to 
compensate for the emotional effects of frequently being home sick.
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APPENDIX A
AGE AND SES MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS AND DISTRIBUTION OF 
SEX AND RACE FOR SICKLE CELL, JUVENILE DIABETIC, AND 
PHYSICALLY HEALTHY GROUPS
Group
_ a g e
X S.D.
SES5 
X S.D. Females
SEX
Males Total
Sickle cell 8.9 2.45 5.4 .79 20 8 28
Juvenile diabetic 10.4 2.32 5.4 .82 16 5 21a
Physically healthy 9.2 2.02 4.7 .75 19 10 29
aIncludes three white females and one white male. All other 
subjects of three groups were black.
5SES scores ranged from 7 (lowest status)to 1 (highest status).
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APPENDIX B
Descriptions of Factors for the Children's Behavioral Classification
Project
Factor Popular Descriptive Characteristic High Characteristic Low
Name Scorer Scorer
I. Sociable Obedience Shows concern for Is disobedient, un-
others and appre- appreciative, and un-
ciation for their sociable.
kindness. Goes out
of his way to help
others. Is willingly
obedient.
II. Retardation Reads, spells, and Reads and writes well.
does arithmetic Works independently
poorly. Is slow at and finishes tasks,
tasks and often does 
not finish them.
III. Disturbed Sleep Talks,turns,cries Has few sleeping prob­
out in sleep. Has lems and little
bad dreams and shows nervousness, 
nervousness.
IV. Hostility toward Self 
and Others
Threatens to kill 
himself or someone 
else.
Has not suggested 
anything about hurting 
himself or others.
V. Fear of and Hatred 
toward School
Runs away from Does not express fear
school. Talks him- or hatred toward
self down ("bad school or toward
mouths" himself). himself.
Says he hates school.
Shows unfairness 
toward others.
VI. Nuisance Type of Argues,teases,and Plays fair without
Aggressiveness gets angry. Does arguing, accusing
not play fair and others, or getting 
thinks others don't, angry.
Pouts. Wants all 
that's coming to him 
and more. Picks on 
others.
VII. Anti-Social
Aggressiveness
Steals. Damages Does not steal or do
property. Tells lies,other things that are
Plays with children generally unaccept-
said to be bad able-
influence.
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APPENDIX B (continued)
Factor Popular Descriptive Characteristic High Characteristic Low
Name Scorer Scorer
VIII. Foot-Dragging Loses things. Does not Does things when asked.
respond to questions. Takes care of things.
Jumps from one thing Sticks to job until
to another. Is very finished. But also
slow at dressing, does mean little
bathing, or eating. things to other
children.
IX. Bowel and Bladder 
Control
X. Temper Tantrums
XI. Eating Habits
XII. Apologetic Self- 
Centeredness
XIII. Suspiciousness
XIV. Femininity- 
Masculinity
Has difficulty with 
controlling bowel and 
bladder. Hurts or 
teases animals or 
smaller children.
Says he's sorry more 
than others do. Seems 
to be too obedient. 
Keeps talking about 
one idea. Does not 
any longer express 
concern about others.
Uses feminine expres­
sions . Poses a great 
deal. Says he(or she) 
wishes to be the 
other sex.
Has no trouble with 
bladder or bowel. Does 
not tease or hurt.
Does not say he's 
sorry more than others 
do or show other 
behaviors of the high 
scorer.
Says something dread­
ful is going to happen. 
Has psychosomatic 
symptoms.
Screams,shouts,kicks, 
or curses especially 
when denied something.
Is a picky eater. 
Annoys adults, says 
he won't go to school.
Does not throw temper 
tantrums.
Is a good eater. Does 
not "get in adults' 
hair."
Says others are Does not show same
against him or pick suspiciousness and
on him, or parents feeling of being
don't understand him. picked on as high
Nobody loves him, and scorer,
he's no good. Generally 
younger.
XV. Aggressive Sex- Has sexual inter- Does not engage in
uality course. Picks on other sexual or aggressive,
children. Disobeys disobedient acts,
authorities. Runs 
away.
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Factor
XVI.
XVII.
XVIII.
XIX.
XX.
XXI.
XXII.
XXIII.
XXIV.
APPENDIX B (continued)
Popular Descriptive 
Name
"Dirty-Mindedness11
Characteristic High 
Scorer
Uses "dirty" words or 
gestures or curse 
words.
Characteristic Low 
Scorer
Uses "clean" words. 
Obeys mother.
Seclusiveness
Self-Punishment
Plays alone. Runs off 
or does not stand up 
for self when teased 
or criticized.
Pulls out own hair. 
Bites tongue. Expres­
ses fear of hurting 
someone. Pushes away 
affection.
Plays with children 
his own age. Others 
ask him to play with 
them. Generally older.
Does not engage in 
self-punishing acts.
Concentration Forgets what he is 
trying to say. Stares 
blankly into space.
Has trouble concen­
trating. Says peculiar 
things. Speaks in low 
voice and/or mutters.
Uses words easily. 
Does not forget what 
he is trying to say.
Loss of Body 
Control
Has seizures. Passes 
out. Fingers do not 
work well. "Rocks" 
in bed.
Has control over 
senses and muscles
Muscular Stiffness Foot turns or drags. 
Muscles are stiff or 
tight. Has sexual 
curiosity.
Muscles are free. Has 
no inordinate sexual 
curiosity.
Muscular Twitching Muscles jerk or twitch.Does not have muscle
Annoys others. Eats 
inedible substances,
spasms. Does not eat 
inedible substances.
Clumsiness Stumbles and falls
easily. Has many 
accidents. Has visual 
problems.
Organic Psychosis Hears voices. Sees
things. Claims influ­
enced by rays or 
machines or voices. 
Shows loss of control 
of muscles.
Is not clumsy. Does 
not have visual prob­
lems .
Does not show signs 
of hearing or seeing 
things or of feeling 
influenced by imper­
sonal forces.
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Factor
XXV.
XXVI.
XXVII.
XXVIII. 
XIX.
XXX.
APPENDIX B (continued)
Popular Descriptive Characteristic High 
Name Scorer
Functional Psychosis Does not feel pain.
Does not show appro­
priate emotions over 
serious events. 
Sweats more than 
others.
Hunger for Affection Asks for and gives
more affection than 
others. Annoys 
adults. Generally 
younger.
Physical Well-Bej»r
Psychosomatic
Reactions
Achievement
Orientation
Displaced
Aggressiveness
Goes to doctor only 
when hurt or for 
checkups. Does not 
ask for more than 
his share of things.
When changes occur, 
has aches and pains. 
Cries when leaving 
mother.
Does well with num­
bers but not with 
spelling. Hurts in 
sex parts. Desires 
to get ahead.
Draws "dirty" pic­
tures. Is too 
obedient.
Characteristic Low 
Scorer
Gives appropriate 
responses of pain or 
other emotions.
Does not overly seek 
affection. Says he is 
not worried about 
anything.
Goes to doctor for 
other things than 
just when he is hurt 
or for a checkup.
Sucks thumb. Shows 
sex organs.
Does not show 
achievement orienta­
tion .
Hurts or teases other 
children.
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APPENDIX C
INSTRUCTIONS FOR BEHAVIORAL CLASSIFICATION PROJECT - ON62
For each of the statements on the accompanying sheets, the ques­
tions concerning your child is, "Has it been true or false of your child
in the past six months?" If it has been true, make a mark on the
answer sheet under "True." If it has not been true, make a mark on the 
answer sheet under "False." Please mark every item. If you do not know, 
mark "False." Mark the items carefully but quickly.
Please put the following number in the upper right hand corner
of the first sheet of statements;
Number;
After you have put the above number on the first sheet of 
statements, kindly fill in the following:
Name of Child; Date of Birth:
Sex; Boy Age;
Girl Race; White
Nonwhite
Today 1s date:
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APPENDIX C
BEHAVIORAL CLASSIFICATION PROJECT —  ON62 
REVISED BCP ITEMS
1. Turns up radio or TV higher than others do, or asks others to say 
words over, or turns head toward sounds.
2. Says "I can't do it," or "I'm not any good at that," or leaves task 
when he fails.
3. Bites nails, palms, or fingers.
4. Runs away from home.
5. Behaves like opposite sex, or does such things as boys wearing 
dresses or girls wrestling.
6. Declares that others are against him or that others talk about him 
behind his back.
7. Says he is bothered by pimples or skin rashes or skin trouble.
8. Catches onto new assignments before others do, or works without 
extra help, or goes beyond required assignment.
9. Writes as well as others his own age.
10. Claims to be tired more than others his age, or stops to rest more 
than others.
11. Often asks for favors or gifts.
12. Tells people that his chest hurts or that he can't breathe right.
13. Does little or no homework now where before he did what the teacher 
asked him to do.
14. Cries out in sleep.
15. Writes words backwards
16. Repeats same acts over and over
17. Says that certain things just keep running through his head
18. Has many accidents such as falls or cuts or bruises
19. Runs off or says nothing when others call him names or push and 
pick at him or laugh at him
20. Plays with younger children even if children his own age are around
21. Sought out by others, or others state they like him, or he is 
among first chosen for teams
22. Says his stomach hurts
23. Twists his fingers or cracks knuckles or bites lips
24. Uses "dirty" words
25. Loses things like toys, clothes, books
26. Is very slow in such things as dressing, bathing, eating
27. Is fat
28. Does not answer when spoken to
29. When asked questions about himself, he fails to answer, or says he 
does not know
30. Reads poorly
31. East nose pickings
32. Has bowel movements only in toilet, does not mess clothes with bowel
movements, has no bowel "accidents"
33. Tosses and turns or rolls in sleep
34. Teases brothers or sisters
35. Says he fears losing his mind or losing control of himself
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36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60. 
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68. 
69.
70.
71.
72.
APPENDIX C (continued)
Uses words easily without fumbling for words, or without using the 
wrong word, or without saying he forgot what he was trying to say 
Faints, passes out, "falls out," or blacks out 
Finishes task last, asks for help, or makes many mistakes in 
learning
Fights or shouts or shakes his fist when others call him names or 
push and pick at him or laugh at him 
Stays out later than he is supposed to
Rarely smiles, or often says he feels sad, or cries often
Falls out of bed when he is asleep
Muscles or parts of his body jerk or twitch
Takes care of his appearance by doing such things as combing hair
or dressing neatly
Pulls, twists, chews at own clothes
Enters others homes without permission
Complains "nobody loves me"
Says things like "I can do about anything" or "I'm pretty good at 
that"
Suddenly breaks out in shouting or screaming or kicking or cursing 
Has bowel movements in his clothing at night 
Talks in his sleep
Makes failing grades in arithmetic, makes many mistakes with 
numbers, or says he does noc like arithmetic 
Bites his tongue
Says "It hurts" in his private parts or sex parts 
Uses "dirty" actions or gestures
Says another child did the thing of which he is accused
Shows signs of anger such as red face or raised voice in situations
where others do not
Stays inside room or house more than others his age
Says he hopes bad things will happen to others
Children ask him to play, or call him their friend
Hand or foot twitches or jerks a little during the day when he is
awake
Writes "dirty" words
Vomits or throws up his food when he claims he is worried or upset 
or sad
Chatters or keeps talking or interrupts conversation 
Claims that he has bad dreams
Says he feels that something dreadful is going to happen 
Clings to his mother, or stays close to her, or hangs onto her 
dress or hand
Has begun to steal, when before this he did not do so
Says "I don't have any problems," "Everything's all right," "I'm not
worried or bothered about anything"
Makes up big stories, or tells tales others say they do not believe 
Says things like "you like Billy more" or "you gave him more than 
you did me"
Puts things away, takes care of things
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73. Says things like "That's not so good," "So, that's not very 
important," "I don't believe it," "So what?"
74. Used to say things like "I'm sorry you're not feeling good" or
"You feel unhappy, don't you?" but now he does not say things like
that
75. Tattles or tells on other children
76. Eats most foods given to him or asks for food
77. Says "It hurts" when he has a bowel movement
78. Talks continually about one thought or idea
79. Claims to hear voices others say they cannot hear
80. Quits or shows anger when he does not win, or others say he is a
poor loser
81. Others say he is too obedient or too good
82. Jerks or twitches his muscles or parts of his body
83. Tells parents or others they just do not understand him
84. Steals at home
85. Says it is hard to move his bowels, or takes things for his bowels 
more than others do
86. Seeks out older children to play with although children his own 
age are around
87. Says "I wish I were a girl (or a boy)" (the opposite sex)
88. Asks to be held or hugged, or climbs into laps of adults or seeks
other expressions of affection
89. Has begun to use "dirty" words where before he was not doing so
90. Drops things, or uses fingers clumsily
91. Sets fires
92. Nose is runny most of the time
93. Wets pants while awake
94. Helps out around the house
95. Drags one foot when he walks
96. Says such things as "I am too sick to go to school" or "I'm too
tired to mow the lawn"
97. Does not play with other children
98. Sasses or talks back to adults
99. Says that everyone picks on him
100. Remains in one position for long periods
101. Goes to the doctor only when he claims to hurt or has hurt himself
102. Washes or bathes when it is not called for
103. Claims to see things others deny seeing
104. At one time says things like "I'm feeling just wonderful, great, 
I'm on top of the world," and at another time "Life's not worth 
living, I'm terribly unhappy"
105. When he gets his share of things, does not ask for more or say 
things like "That's not fair"
106. When he is in a group he becomes more active or more talkative or 
noisier or more excited
107. Expresses appreciation for kind acts toward him
108. Does not obey or follow directions of babysitters, teachers, or 
group leaders
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109. When criticized or attached he does not stand up for himself
110. Eats such things as sand or wood or cloth or paper
111. Plays well with others, or speaks well of others his own age
112. Destroys or damages property
113. Does well with numbers but not with spelling
114. Starts fights
115. Goes to the doctor only for checkups
116. Meets new people or new situations easily
117. Says that he has no friends
118. Stumbles or falls easily
119. Discusses his problems with others
120. Before this he slept well, but now tosses and turns a lot in his 
sleep or wakes up often
121. Does not say such things as "Thanks a lot for doing that for me"
122. Says he is afraid to lose his temper or to get angry
123. Stays away from home
124. Hurts animals
125. Mutters or mumbles or talks in a low voice
126. Does not complain when cut or injured; denies feeling pain
127. Claims he sees God or that he hears God speaking to him
128. Is skinny
129. Shows few changes in facial expression
130. Is constantly moving around, or gets into everything, or is overly
active
131. Says such things as "I hate my teacher" or "I hate school"
132. Has bowel movements in his clothes while he is awake
133. Screams more than others
134. Speaks rapidly, words "come tumbling out fast"
135. Laughs or smiles at serious events such as an accident or death
136. Once having started something, he sticks to it or stays with it or
cranes back to it until it is finished
137. Plays with children who are said to be a bad influence
138. Arms or neck or legs are stiff or tight
139. Requests or seeks praise or approval
140. Says things like "I'm no good," "I wish I were dead"
141. Others say he works below his ability
142. Drools or slobbers while awake
143. Asks questions like "What do I get out of it?" "What's in it for me?"
144. When there are changes, such as moving to a new house or school, he
tells you he is sick or has aches and pains, or he even throws up 
his food
145. Does not turn around when you speak to him, unless you speak loudly
146. Eats only some foods, or is picky eater, or shows finicky likes or
dislikes for foods
147. Walks in sleep
148. Does not hit or pinch or kick other children
149. Asks often about what people will say or think about him
150. Jumps from doing one thing to another, or fails to finish tasks ho 
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151. Uses expressions like "0, my dear, How very, very, very lovely!"
152. Keeps quiet and does not move around much, or is not very active
153. Does not join in group activities
154. Shows off possessions, or talks a lot about money and prices
155. Says, "I won't go to school," or refuses to go to school
156. Trembles or shakes or jerks
157. Uses "clean" words, without any swear words
158. Shows that he is dissatisfied with gifts, or asks for more than 
he gets
159. Takes a long time to make up his mind, or asks others to decide
for him, or fails to make choices
160. When words he has understood before are spoken, he shakes his 
head, or looks blank or puzzled, or says he does not understand
161. Uses "hell," "damn," "God damn," or other swear words
162. Demands "his share" or "his rights" or complains of unfairness
163. Keeps things or hoards things that others say are strange
164. Throws or catches clumsily
165. Has trouble pronouncing words, or uses baby talk, or lisps
166. Sucks thumb
167. Holds book closer to eyes than others do, or frowns and squints 
when looking at things, or rubs eyes often
168. Expresses desire to get ahead in the world, or to accomplish some­
thing special, or to become great or famous
169. Spends a great deal of time posing, or looking in the mirror
170. Blushes more than others his age
171. Scrapes things toward him with his whole hand or with the end of
his fingers, rather than picking things up with his fingers
172. When someone expresses affection for him, he turns away, or
pushes the other person away, or fails to respond
173. Spells poorly
174. Hugs members of the family, or kisses them, or says that he loves 
them
175. While awake goes to the toilet for wetting, or has no wetting 
"accidents" during the day
176. Expresses worry or concern that he may make bad grades, or that he 
may get sick
177. Blinks or squints up his eyes
178. Mimics or imitates the actions of others
179. Argues a lot
180. Threatens to kill someone
181. Leaves food without taking a bite, or refuses food
182. Sweats or perspires more than others
183. Stares into space, or stops in the middle of a sentence
184. Claims head hurts, or says he has pain in his head
185. Bangs head against bed in sleep
I 8b. Shows sex organs
187. Does not speak or perform before group or class even when asked
188. Speaks in a monotone, or lets his voice trail off at end of
sentence, or speaks in a weak voice
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189. Runs with one foot going out to the side a bit or dragging a 
little
190. Obeys or follows directions or instructions given by his mother
191. Echoes or parrots the words of others
192. Obeys only if threatened with punishment
193. Where before he did not hurt other children, now he does things 
like bitting or kicking or pinching them
194. Follows the lead of other children, or just goes along with the 
crowd
195. Shows fears of everyday things more than others his age
196. Easily starts conversation or activities with adults other than 
parents
197. Used to stay still but now moves around a lot or is very active
198. Claims to have pains in arms or legs or neck or back
199. Body starts jerking and has a fit or seizure or convulsion
200. Foot is twisted and turns in
201. Expresses concern over misfortunes of others, or tries to comfort 
them
202. Asks many questions about sex, or looks at sexual pictures
203. The fingers of one of his hands do not work well enough to button 
his clothes
204. Whines
205. Does not do homework
206. Attempts or threatens suicide
207. Plays hookey from school
208. Claims that some kind of machine or rays or voices are making him 
do things
209. Pulls at hands or "^clothes of adults, or does other things which 
adults say are annoying
210. In the middle of a sentence he fumbles for a word or uses a wrong 
word, or says he forgot what he was trying to say
211. Has sexual intercourse
212. Picks nose
213. Denies being able to smell or taste what others say they can
214. Is tardy or arrives late for such things as meals
215. Sleeps all through the night, or awakes very few times a night
216. Picks on or hits smaller children
217. Plays with children his own age
218. Bothers, handles, or rummages through things of others without 
their permission
219. Pulls other children's hair, or punches them, or steps on their 
toes
220. Plays doctor or man-and-wife games with children of opposite sex
221. Shows pleasure at receiving small gifts
222. Says other children make him do wrong things
223. Says such things as "I'll get even," "You won't get away with that,"
"I'll show him"
224. Others say they are annoyed by such things as his continual 
singing, humming, whistling
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225. Stares blankly into space
226. Reports sad events without sad facial expressions
22 7. Shows weakness compared to others his age, does not lift or pull 
or push as much as others
228. Cries when leaving mother to go to school or to camp or to other 
places
229. Draws "dirty" or "nasty" pictures
230. Pulls out own hair
231. Others state that he says things that are peculiar or make no sense
232. Hurts other children by pinching or hitting or other acts
233. Has trouble picking things up with one hand more than the other, 
or drops things more out of one hand than the other
234. Screams or throws things when denied something
235. Talks more about beautiful things than others his age
236. Tells lies or untruths
237. Keeps talking about himself
238. Smokes
239. Expresses delight over the happiness or good fortune of others
240. At night goes to the toilet for wetting, or has no wetting 
"accidents" while asleep
241. Says that he has trouble thinking, or says he cannot concentrate 
or keep his mind on things
242. Steals outside of home
243. Says things like "I'm afraid I'll hurt somebody," "I'm afraid I'll
do something real bad"
244. Has changed to saying things like "Everyone picks on me," when
before this he did not say such things
245. Corrects, criticizes, or nags others
246. Says things like "I'm sorry" or "I didn't mean it” more than
others do
247. Accepts bossing from other children
248. Plays with matches
249. Reads well
250. Grinds teeth
251. When doing something, will turn away from what he is doing or stop
what he is doing at almost any little sound or movement
252. "Rocks" self in bed or rocks the bed
253. Speaks with a huskier voice than others his age
254. Handles own sex organs
255. Makes silly faces and gestures
256. Looks in windows or peeps through keyholes to see people dressing 
and undressing
257. Pouts or sulks or looks mean
258. Starts doing things before instructions are finished
259. Says "I'm sorry" or "Please forgive me" after hurting others or
lying or destroying property
260. Teases other children
261. Cries or withdraws when teased
262. Hugs or kisses strangers, or says that he loves them
263. Eats faster and eats more than others his age
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264. Becomes jittery, or builds up tension within himself, or becomes 
all wound up
265. Does not obey or follow directions of father
266. Stutters or stammers more than others his age
267. Gets up often at night
268. Obeys promptly without grumbling, or sometimes does more than 
asked
269. Does not follow rules of games, or does not play fair
270. Does not mind or obey until physically punished
271. Answers slowly and carefully when others speak to him, or moves 
head or body very slowly
272. Says that he feels like things are crawling on him
273. Says he has bad dreams or nightmares about past things such as 
automobile accident, fire, loss of loved one, or divorce
274. Talks about fears of snakes or bugs or spiders
275. Age (6-8*0, 9-13=1)
276. Sex (F = 0, M = 1)
277. Clinic-nonclinic (nonclin. = 0, clin. = 1)
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PRIMARY ITEMS DEFINING FACTORS FOR THE
CHILDREN'S BEHAVIORAL CLASSIFICATION PROJECT
Factor I. Appreciative, concerned, obedient social orientation vs. 
unappreciative, aggressive disobedience
Scoring 
Scored Weights 
Items ("Loadings")
107 .67 Expresses appreciation for kind acts toward him
239 .59 Expresses delight over the happiness or good 
fortune of others
201 .58 Expresses concern over misfortunes of others, or 
tries to comfort them
111 .48 Plays well with others, or speaks well of others 
his own age
259 .46 Says "I'm sorry" or "Please forgive me" after 
hurting others or lying or destroying property
116 .45 Meets new people or new situations easily
94 .43 Helps out around the house
21 .42 Sought out by others, or others state they like 
him, or he is among first chosen for teams
119 .41 Discusses his problems with others
221 .39 Shows pleasure at receiving small gifts
44 .35 Takes care of his appearance by doing such 
things as combing his hair or dressing neatly
196 .32 Easily starts conversation or activities with 
adults other than parents
48 .29 Says things like "I can do about anything" or 
"I'm pretty good"
139 .29 Requests or seeks praise or approval
265 -.35 Does not obey or follow directions of father
108 -.39 Does not obey or follow directions of baby­
sitters, teachers, or group leaders
121 -.44 Does not say such things as "Thanks a lot for 
doing that for me"
270 -.44 Does not mind or obey until physically punished
192 -.50 Obeys only if threatened with punishment
Factor II. Intellectual and scholastic retardation vs. alert 
socialized scholastic achievement
Scoring 
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings")
30 .65 Reads poorly
52 .64 Makes failing grades in arithmetic, makes many
mistakes with numbers, or says he does not like 
arithmetic
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Items
173
141
205
277
38
2
150
13
136
249
8
9
Factor
Scored
Items
14
33
51
65
120
273
92
195
22
147
267
64
3
215
*Signs
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Scoring Factor II
Weights 
('’Loadings")
.64 Spells poorly
.61 Others say he works below his ability
.60 Does not do homework
.59 Clinic-nonclinic
.53 Finishes task last, asks for help, or makes many
mistakes in learning 
.46 Says "I can't do it" or "I'm not any good at that,
or leaves task when he fails 
.45 Jumps from doing one thing to another, or fails
to finish tasks he starts 
.44 Does little or no homework now where before he did
what the teacher asked him to do 
-.46 Once having started something, he sticks to it or
stays with it or comes back to it until it is 
finished 
-.47 Reads well
-.51 Catches onto new assignments before others do, or
works without extra help, or goes beyond required 
assignment
-.51 Writes as well as others his own age
III. Disturbed sleep and dreams vs. undisturbed sleep
Scoring
Weights
("Loadings")*
.63 Cries out in sleep
.58 Tosses and turns or rolls in sleep
.57 Talks in his sleep
.48 Claims that he has bad dreams
.44 Before this he slept well, but now tosses and turns
a lot in his sleep or wakes up often 
.37 Says he has bad dreams or nightmares about past
things such as automobile accident, fire, loss of 
loved one, or divorce 
.36 Nose is runny most of the time
.36 Shows fear of everyday things more than others
his age
.34 Says his stomach hurts
.33 Walks in sleep
.33 Gets up often at night
.31 Chatters or keeps talking, or interrupts conversa­
tion
.26 Bites nails, palms, or fingers
-.39 Sleeps all through the night, or awakes very few
times at night
reversed.
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Factor IV. Obsessive sado-masochism
Scoring 
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings")
206 .64 Attempts or threatens suicide
35 .52 Says he fears losing his mind or losing control
of himself
180 .41 Threatens to kill someone
186 .35 Shows sex organs
Factor V. Self-derogating school phobia
Scoring 
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings")*
207 .52 Plays hookey from school
135 .37 Laughs or smiles at serious events such as an
accident or death 
140 .33 Says things like "I'm no good," "I wish I were
dead"
78 .32 Talks continually about one thought or idea
131 .28 Says such things as "I hate my teacher" or "I
hate school"
Signs reverses
Factor VI. Disobedient, sullen, hyperactive aggressiveness
Scoring
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings")
179 .62 Argues a lot
260 .61 Teases other children
269 .59 Does not follow rules of games, or does not play 
fair
56 .58 Says another child did the thing of which he is 
accused
245 .55 Corrects, criticizes, or nags others
80 .54 Quits or shows anger when he does not win, or 
others say he is a poor loser
98 .54 Sasses or talks back to adults
114 .54 Starts fights
130 .51 Is constantly moving around, or gets into every­
thing, or is overly active
158 .51 Shows that he is dissatisfied with gifts, or 
asks for more than he gets
APPENDIX D (continued)
Scoring Factor VI
Scored Weights
Items (’’Loadings")
162 .51 Demands "his share" or "his rights" or complains
of unfairness
232 .51 Hurts other children by pinching or hitting or
other acts
257 .51 Pouts or sulks or looks mean
154 .50 Shows off possessions, or talks a lot about money
and prices
222 .50 Says other children make him do wrong things
216 .48 Picks on or hits smaller children
223 .47 Says such things as "I'll get even," "You won’t
get away with that," "I'll show him"
75 .47 Tattles or tells on other children
71 .46 Says things like "You like Billy more" or "You
gave him more than you did me"
106 .45 When he is in a group he becomes more active or
more talkative or noisier or more excited 
70 .45 Makes up big stories, or tells tales others say
they do not believe 
59 .44 Says he hopes bad things will happen to others
34 .43 Teases brothers or sisters
237 .43 Keeps talking about himself
39 .42 Fights or shouts or shakes his fist when others
call him names or push and pick at him or laugh 
at him
73 .42 Says things like "That's not so good," "So, that's
not very important," "I don't believe it," "So 
what?"
258 .40 Starts doing things before instructions are
finished.
255 .38 Makes silly faces and gestures
204 .37 Whines
11 .36 Often asks for favors or gifts
214 .36 Is tardy or arrives late for such things as meals
178 .34 Mimics or imitates the actions of others
212 .34 Picks nose
86 .25 Seeks out older children to play with although
children his own age are around
Factor VII. Anti-social aggressiveness
Scoring 
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings")
84 .68 Steals at home
242 .68 Steals outside of home
68 .66 Has begun to steal, when before this he did not do
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Scoring Factor
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings")
248 .46 Plays with matches
91 .45 Sets fires
112 .44 Destroys or damages property
236 .42 Tells lies or untruths
218 .39 Bothers, handles, or rummages through things of 
others without their permission
46 .37 Enters others' homes without permission
40 .31 Stays out later than he is supposed to
137 .30 Plays with children who are said to be a bad 
influence
41 .28 Falls out of bed when he is asleep
Factor VIII. Negativism vs. peer-aggressive obedience to authority
Scoring 
Scored Weights 
Items ("Loadings11)
25 .52 Loses things like toys, clothes, books
28 .38 Does not answer when spoken to
145 .36 Does not turn around to you when you speak to
him, unless you speak loudly 
90 .35 Drops things, or uses fingers clumsily
26 .34 Very slow in such things as dressing, bathing,
eating
1 .27 Turns up radio or TV higher than others do, or
asks others to say words over, or turns head 
toward sounds
27 .26 Is fat
268 -.30 Obeys promptly without grumbling, or sometimes
does more than asked
Factor IX. Sadistic incontinence vs. continence
Scoring 
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings")
132 .61 Has bowel movements in his clothes while he is
awake
50 .54 Has bowel movements in his clothing at night
93 .51 Wets pants while awake
124 .40 Hurts animals
254 .31 Handles own sex organs
77 .30 Says "It hurts" when he has a bowel movement
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Scoring Factor IX
Scored Weights 
Items ("Loadings")
85 .24 Says it is hard to move his bowels, or
takes things for his bowels more than others do 
240 -.26 At night goes to the toilet for wetting, or has
no wetting "accidents" while asleep 
175 -.29 While awake goes to the toilet for wetting, or
has no wetting "accidents" during the day 
32 -.50 Has bowel movements only in toilet, does not mess
clothes with bowel movements, has no bowel 
"accidents"
Factor X. Temper tantrums
Scoring 
Scored Weights 
Items ("Loadings")
133 .43 Screams more than others
49 .41 Suddenly breaks out in shouting or screaming or
kicking or cursing 
57 .39 Shows signs of anger such as red face or raised
voice in situations where others do not 
31 .35 Eats nose pickings
55 .35 Uses "dirty" actions or gestures
234 .35 Screams or throws things when denied something
Factor XI. Phobic, negativistic, finicky eating vs. positive eating 
habits
Scoring 
Scored Weights 
Items ("Loadings")
181 .63 Leaves food without taking a bite, or refuses food
146 .48 Eats only some foods, or is a picky eater, or
shows finicky likes or dislikes for foods
123 .36 Stays away from home
155 .33 Says "I won’t go to school,” or refuses to go to
school
274 .25 Talks about fears of snakes or bugs or spiders
76 -.46 Eats most foods given to him or asks for food
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Factor XII. Ruminative obsequiousness
Scoring 
Scored Weights 
Items ("Loadings11’)*
246 .50 Says things like "I'm sorry" or "I didn't mean
it" more than others do 
74 .43 Used to say things like "I'm sorry you're not
feeling good" or "You feel unhappy, don't you?" 
but now he does not say things like that 
197 .41 Used to stay still but now moves around a lot
or is very active 
16 .33 Repeats same acts over and over
15 .29 Writes words backwards
247 .23 Accepts bossing from other children
JL
Signs reversed
Factor XIII. Immature, neurasthenic paranoic reactions
Scoring 
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings")
6 .70 Declares that others are against him or that
others talk about him behind his back 
83 .60 Tells parents or others they just do not under­
stand him
99 .58 Says that everyone picks on him
47 .53 Complains "nobody loves me"
117 .50 Says that he has no friends
184 .47 Claims head hurts, or says he has pains in his head
104 .44 At one time says things like "I'm feeling just
wonderful, great, I'm on top of the world," and 
at another time "Life's not worth living, I'm 
terribly unhappy"
244 .44 Has changed to saying things like "Everyone
picks on me," when before this he did not say 
such things
264 .44 Becomes jittery, or builds up tension within
himself, or becomes all wound up
10 .43 Claims to be tired more than others his age, or
stops to rest more than others 
96 .41 Says such things as "I am too sick to go to school"
or "I'm too tired to mow the lawn"
176 .40 Expresses worry or concern that he may make bad
grades, or that he may get sick 
198 .38 Claims to have pains in arms or legs or neck or back
275 -.49 Age of child (6-8 vs. 9-13)
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Factor XIV. Feminine affectation vs. hysteric apprehensiveness
Scoring
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings"' ) *
151 .36 Uses expressions like "0, my dear! How very, very
very lovely!"
169 .34 Spends a great deal of time posing, or looking in
the mirror
5 .34 Behaves like opposite sex, or does such things as
boys wearing dresses or girls wrestling
87 .30 Says "I wish I were a girl (or a boy)" (the
opposite sex)
220 .19 Plays doctor or man-and-wife games with children
of opposite sex
276 -.29 Sex (male vs. female)
63 -.31 Vomits or throws up his food when he claims he
is worried or upset or sad
202 -.34 Asks many questions about sex, or looks at sexual
pictures
12 -.40 Tells people that his chest hurts or that he
can't breathe right
*Signs reversed
Factor XV. Negativistic, aggressive sexuality
Scoring
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings" ).
211 .54 Has sexual intercourse
62 .51 Writes "dirty" words
213 .47 Denies being able to smell or taste what others
say they can
4 .40 Runs away from home
171 .38 Scrapes things toward him with his whole hand
or with the end of his fingers, rather than
picking things up with his fingers
219 .38 Pulls other children's hair, or punches them,
or steps on their toes
7 .35 Says he is bothered by pimples or skin rashes
or skin troubles
APPENDIX D (continued) 
Factor XVI. "Dirty-mindedness" vs. Clean speech
Scored
Scoring
Weights
Items ("Loadings")
24 .65 Uses "dirty" words
161 .65 Uses "hell," "damn," "God damn," or other swear
89 .60
words
Has begun to use "dirty" words where before he
238 .35
was not doing so 
Smokes
157 -.65 Uses "clean" words, without any swear words
Factor XVII. Fearful, desurgent seclusiveness vs. sociableness
Scored
Scoring
Weights
Items ("Loadings")
97 .58 Does not play with other children
19 .57 Runs off or says nothing when others call him
58 .55
names or push and pick at horn or laugh at him 
Stays inside room or house more than others his age
153 .51 Does not join in group activities
109 .47 When criticized or attacked he does not stand up
152 .45
for himself
Keeps quiet and does not move around much, or is
20 .44
not very active
Plays with younger children even if children his
42 .35
own age are around
Rarely smiles, or often says he feels sad, or
67 .34
cries often
Clings to his mother, or stays close to her, or
164 .33
hangs onto her dress or hand 
Throws or catches clumsily
217 -.40 Plays with children his own age
60 -.51 Children ask him to play, or call him their friend
Factor XVIII. Masochistic psychoid reactions
Scored
Scoring
Weights
Items ("Loadings")
230 .56 Pulls out own hair
122 .49 Says he is afraid to lose his temper or to get angr]
53 .48 Bites his tongue
81 .38 Others say he is too obedient or too good
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Scoring Factor XVIII
Scored Weights 
Items ("Loadings")
172 .34 When someone expresses affection for him, he 
turns away, or pushes the other person away, or 
fails to respond
243 .33 Says things like "I'm afraid I'll hurt somebody 
"I'm afraid I'll do something real bad"
170 .32 Blushes more than others his age
102 .31 Washes or bathes when it is not called for
128 .29 Is skinny
149 .29 Asks often about what people will say or think 
about him
235 .26 Talks more about beautiful things than others 
his age
148 .22 Does not hit or pinch or kick other children
Factor XIX. Verbal psychoid reactions
Scoring 
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings")
210 .60
183 .59
165 .52
241 .50
160 .49
266 .45
231 .44
29 .38
125 .38
251 .37
261 .37
159 .36
225 .36
In the middle of a sentence he fumbles for a word 
or uses a wrong word, or says he forgot what he 
was trying to say
Stares into space, or stops in the middle of a 
sentence
Has trouble pronouncing words, or uses baby talk, 
or lisps
Says that he has trouble thinking, or says he 
cannot concentrate or keep his mind on things 
When words he has understood before are spoken, he 
shakes his head, or looks blank or puzzled, or says 
he does not understand
Stutters or stammers more than others his age 
Others state that he says things that are peculiar 
or make no sense
When asked questions about himself, he fails to
answer, or says he does not know
Mutters or mumbles or talks in a low voice
When doing something, will turn away from what he
is doing or stop what he is doing at almost any
little sound or movement
Cries or withdraws when teased
Takes a long time to make up his mind, or asks
others to decide for him, or fails to make choices
Stares blankly into space
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Factor XIX
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings"')
188 .34 Speaks in a monotone, or lets his voice trail off
134 .33
at end of sentence, or speaks in a weak voice 
Speaks rapidly, words "come tumbling out fast"
36 ■‘•.34 Uses words easily without fumbling for words, or
Factor XX. Anxious
without using the wrong word, or without saying 
he forgot what he was trying to say
organicism
Scored
Scoring
Weights
Items ("Loadings"}
199 .67 Body starts jerking and has a fit or seizure or
37 .56
convulsion
Faints, passes out, "falls out," or blacks out
203 .52 The fingers of one of his hands do not work well
228 .40
enough to button his clothes
Cries when leaving mother to go to school or to
23 .31
camp or to other places
Twists his fingers or cracks knuckles or bites lips
252 .31 "Rocks" self in bed or rocks the bed
Factor XXI. Sexualized, psychoid organicism
Scored
Scoring
Weights
Items ("Loadings")
200 .65 Foot is twisted and turns in
256 .49 Looks in windows or peeps through keyholes to
189 .46
see people dressing and undressing 
Runs with one foot going out to the side
138 .41
a bit or dragging a little
Arms or neck or legs are stiff or tight
233 .37 Has trouble picking things up with one hand
95 .33
more than the other, or drops things more out 
of one hand than the other 
Drags one foot when he walks
250 .25 Grinds teeth
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Factor XXII. Aggressive, psychoid organicism
Scored
Scoring
Weights
Items ("Loadings”)
82 .65 Jerks or twitches his muscles or parts of his body
43 .53 Muscles or parts of his body jerk or twitch
224 .42 Others say they are annoyed by such things as his
262 .41
continual singing, humming, whistling
Hugs or kisses strangers, or says that he loves
191 .40
them
Echoes or parrots the words of others
61 .38 Hand or foot twitches or jerks a little during
110 .35
the day when he is awake
Eats such things as sand or wood or cloth or
156 .32
paper
Trembles or shakes or jerks
Factor XXIII. Clumsiness and visual problems
Scored
Scoring
Weights
Items ("Loadings")
118 .49 Stumbles or falls easily
18 .34 Has many accidents such as falls or cuts or bruises
167 .29 Holds book closer to eyes than others do, or
177 .26
frowns and squints when looking at things, or rubs 
eyes often
Blinks or squints up his eyes
Factor XXIV. Organic psychosis
Scored
Scoring
Weights
Items ("Loadings")
208 .72 Claims that some kind of machine or rays or voices
79 .64
are making him do things
Claims to hear voices others say they cannot hear
272 .51 Says that he feels like things are crawling on him
103 .49 Claims to see things others deny seeing
127 .49 Claims he sees God or that he hears God speaking
142 .41
to him
Drools or slobbers while awake
66 .39 Says he feels that something dreadful is going to
185 .39
happen
Bangs head against bed in sleep
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Scored
Items
Scoring
Weights
("Loading")
17 .36
163 .28
Factor XXV. Functi
Scoring
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings")
126 .45
182 .37
263 .34
253 .33
226 .28
143 .27
*Signs reversed
Factor XXVI. Anxio
Scoring
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings")
45 .44
88 .36
174 .30
209 .27
129 -.19
271 -.25
69 -.37
Factor XXIV
Says that certain things just keep running through 
his head
Keeps things or hoards things that others say are 
strange
Does not complain when cut or injured; denies 
feeling pain
Sweats or perspires more than others 
East faster and eats more than others his age 
Speaks with a huskier voice than others his age 
Reports sad events without sad facial expressions 
Asks questions like "What do I get out of it?" 
"What's in it for me?"
us affect hunger vs. "No problems"
Pulls, twists, chews at own clothes 
Asks to be held or hugged, or climbs into laps 
of adults or seeks other expressions of affection 
Hugs members of the family, or kisses them, or 
says he loves them
Pulls at hands or clothes of adults, or does 
other things which adults say are annoying 
Shows few changes in facial expression 
Answers slowly and carefully when others speak 
to him, or moves head or body very slowly 
Says "I don't have any problems," "Everything's 
all right," "I'm not worried or bothered about 
anything"
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Factc-’
Scored
Items
101
115
105
194
Factor
Scored
Items
144
72
166
*Signs
Factor
Scored
Items
113
54
168
Factor
Scored
Items
229
100
APPENDIX D (continued)
XXVII. Passive--aggressive, Submissive physical well-being
Scoring
Weights
("Loadings")
.48 Goes to the doctor only when he claims to hurt
or has hurt himself 
.35 Goes to the doctor only for checkups
.30 When he gets his share of things, does not ask
for more or say things like "That's not fair"
.28 Follows the lead of other children, or just goes
along with the crowd
XXVIII. Anxious psychosomatic reactions vs. regressiveness
Scoring
Weights
("Loadings")*
.50 When there are changes, such as moving to a new
house or school, he tells you he is sick or has 
aches and pains, or he even throws up his food 
.29 Puts things away, takes care of things
-.30 Sucks thumb
reversed
XXIX. Differential achievement and sexualized tension
Scoring
Weights
("Loadings")
.40 Does well with numbers but not with spelling
.37 Says "It hurts" in his private parts or sex parts
.29 Expresses desire to get ahead in the world, or
to accomplish something special, or to become 
great or famous
XXX. Displaced aggressiveness vs. direct aggressiveness
Scoring
Weights
("Loadings")*
.43 Draws "dirty" or "nasty" pictures
.37 Remains in one position for long periods
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Factor XXX.
Scoring 
Scored Weights 
Items ("Loadings1')
190 .26
227 .25
187 -.31
193 -.31
Obeys or follows directions or instructions 
given by his mother
Shows weakness compared to others his age, does 
not lift or pull or push as much as others 
Does not speak or perform before group or class 
even when asked
Where before he did not hurt other children, now 
he does things like hitting or kicking or 
pinching them
*Signs reversed
5
4
3
2
1
I
4
3
2
1
~5
4
3
2
1
1
4
3
2
1
5
4
3
2
1
~5
4
3
2
1
1
4
3
2
1
1
4
3
2
1
APPENDIX E
TABLE FOR CONVERSION OF FACTOR SCORES TO SCALED SCORES OF CHILDREN'S 
BEHAVIORAL CLASSIFICATION PROJECT AGES 6-13
Revised Version
I II
(4)5.00 - (4)6.50 (4)3.00 - (4)5.99
(4)4.00 - (4)4.99 (4)1.00 - (4)2.99
(+)3.00 - (4)3.99 (4)0.00 - (4)0.99
(4)1.50 - (4)2.99 (-)l.OO - (-)O.Ol
(-)2.50 - (4)1.49 (-)2,00 - (-)l.Ol
V VI
(4)0.60 - (4)1.99 (4)7.70 -(4)21.99
(+)5.00 - (4)7.69
(4)0.25 - (4)0.59 (4)3.30 - (4)4.99
(4)1.80 - (4)3.29
(4)0.00 - (4)0.24 (4)0.00 - (4)1.79
IX X
(4)0.05 - (4)2.99 (4)1.15 - (4)2.29
(-)0.30 - (4)0.04 (4)0.75 - (4)1.14
(-)0.65 - (-)0.31 (4)0.40 - (4)0.74
(-)0,85 - (-)0.66 (4)0.35 - (4)0.39
(-)l.05 - (-)0.86 (4)0.00 - (4)0.34
XIII XIV
(4)1.90 - (4)6.49 (4)0.35 - (+)1.54
(4)0.80 - (4)1.89 (4)0.30 - (4)0.34
(4)0.10 - (4)0.79 (4)0.05 - (4)0.29
(4)0.00 - (4)0.09 (-)0.30 - (4)0.04
(-)0.50 - (-)O.Ol (-)l.35 - (-)0.31
N=1203
III IV
(4)1.35 - (4)5.49 (4)1.00 - (4)1.99
(4)0.60 - (4)1.34
(4)0.20 - (4)0.59 (4)0.35 - (4)0.99
(-)O.IO - (4)0.19
(-)0.50 - (-)O.ll (4)0.00 - (4)0.34
VII VIII
(+)1.75 - (4)5.49 (4)1.10 - (4)2.49
(4)1.00 - (4)1.74 (4)0.60 - (4)1.09
(4)0.75 - (+)0.99 (4)0.30 - (4)0.59
(4)0.25 - (4)0.74 (4)0.00 - (4)0.29
(4)0.00 - (4)0.24 (-)0.50 - (-)O.Ol
XI XII
(4)1.10 - (4)2.09 (4)1.00 - (4)2.19
(4)0.40 - (4)1.09 (4)0.70 - (4)0.99
(4)0.10 - (+)0.39 (4)0.35 - (4)0.69
(-)0.25 - (4)0.19 (4)0.20 - (4)0.34
(-)0.50 - (-)0.26 (4)0.00 - (4)0.19
XV XVI
(4)0.40 - (4)3.04 (4)1.35 - (4)2.29
(4)1.00 - (4)1.34
(4)0.35 - (4)0.39 (4)0.00 - (4)0.99
(-)0.30 - (-)O.Ol
(4)0.00 - (4)0.34 (-)0.65 - (-)0.31
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APPENDIX F
CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY - PRIMARY FORM
Section 1 A
1. Is it easy for you to play by yourself when you have to? Yes No
2. Is it easy for you to talk to your class? Yes No
3. Do you feel like crying when you are hurt a little? Yes No
4. Do you feel bad when you are blamed for things? Yes No
5. Do you usually finish the games you start? Yes No
6. Does someone usually help you dress? Yes No
7. Can you get the children to bring back your things? Yes No
8. Do you need help to eat your meals? Yes No
Section 1 B
1. Do the children think you can do things well? Yes No
2. Do the other children often do nice things for you? Yes No
3. Do you have fewer friends than other children? Yes No
4. Do most of the boys and girls like you? Yes No
5. Do your folks think that you are bright? Yes No
6 . Can you do things as well as other children? Yes No
7. Do people think that other children are better than you? Yes No
8. Are most of the children smarter than you? Yes No
Section 1 C
1 . Do your folks sometimes let you buy things? Yes No
2. Do you have to tell some people to let you along? Yes No
3. Do you go to enough new places? Yes No
4. Do your folks keep you from playing with the children 
you like? Yes No
APPENDIX F (continued)
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5. Are you allowed to play the games you like? Yes No
6 . Are you punished for many things you do? Yes No
7. May you do most of the things you like? Yes No
8. Do you have to stay at home too much? Yes No
Section 1
1. Do you need to have more friends? Yes No
2. Do you feel that people don't like you? Yes No
3. Do you have good times with the children at school? Yes No
4. Are the children glad to have you in school? Yes No
5. Are you lonesome even when you are with people? Yes No
6 . Do people like to have you around them? Yes No
7. Do most of the people you know like you? Yes No
8. Do lots of children have more fun at home than you do? Yes No
Section 1 E
1. Do the boys and girls often try to cheat you? Yes No
2. Do you feel very bad when people talk about you? Yes No
3. Are most of the boys and girls mean to you? Yes No
4. Do you feel bad because people are mean to you? Yes No
5. Do many children say things that hurt your feelings? Yes No
6 , Are many older people so mean that you hate them? Yes No
7. Do you often feel so bad that you do not know what to do? Yes No
8, Would you rather watch others play than play with them? Yes No
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APPENDIX F (continued)
Section 1 F
1. Do you often wake up because of bad dreams? Yes No
2. Is it hard for you to go to sleep at night? Yes No
3. Do things often make you cry? Yes No
4. Do you catch colds easily? Yes No
5. Are you often tired even in the morning? Yes No
6. Are you sick much of the time? Yes No
7. Do your eyes hurt often? Yes No
8. Are you often mad at people without knowing why? Yes No
Section 2 A
1. Should you mind your folks even when they are wrong? Yes No
2. Should you mind your folks even if your friends tell 
you not to? Yes No
3. Is it all right to cry if you cannot have your own way? Yes No
4. Should children fight when people do not treat them 
right? Yes No
5. Should a person break a promise that he thinks is 
unfair? Yes No
6. Do children need to ask their folks if they may do 
things? Yes No
7. Do you need to thank everyone who helps you? Yes No
8. Is it all right to cheat if no one sees you? Yes No
Section 2 B
1. Do you talk to the new children at school? Yes No
2. Is it hard for you to talk to new people? Yes No
3. Does it make you angry when people stop you from 
doing things? Yes No
APPENDIX F (continued)
Do you say nice things to children who do better work
than you do? Yes No
Do you sometimes hit other children when you are
playing with them? Yes No
Do you play games with other children even when you
don't want to? Yes No
Do you help new children get used to the school? Yes No
Is it hard for you to play fair? Yes No
Section 2 C
Do people often make you very angry? Yes No
Do you have to make a fuss to get people to treat you
right? Yes No
Are people often so bad that you have to be mean to them? Yes No
Is someone at home so mean that you often get angry? Yes No
Do you have to watch many people so they won't hurt you? Yes No
Do the boys and girls often quarrel with you? Yes No
Do you like to push or scare other children? Yes No
Do you often tell the other children that you won't
do what they ask? Yes No
Section 2 D
Are your folks right when they make you mind? Yes No
Do you wish you could live in some other home? Yes No
Are the folks at home always good to you? Yes No
Is it hard to talk things over with your folks because
they don't understand? Yes No
Is there someone at home who does not like you? Yes No
Do your folks seem to think that you are nice to them? Yes No
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7. Do you feel that no one at home loves you? Yes No
8. Do your folks seem to think that you are not very smart? Yes No
Section 2 E
1. Do you often do nice things for the other children in
your school? Yes No
2. Are there many bad children in your school? Yes No
3. Do the boys and girls seem to think that you are nice
to them? Yes No
4. Do you think that some teachers do not like the children? Yes No
5. Would you rather stay heme from school if you could? Yes No
6. Is it hard to like the children in your school? Yes No
7. Do the other boys and girls say that you don't play
fair in games? Yes No
8. Do the children at school ask you to play games with
them? Yes No
Section 2 F
1. Do you play with some of the children living near your Yes No
home?
2. Do the people near your home seem to like you?
3. Are the people near your home often mean?
4. Are there people near your home who are not nice?
5. Do you have good times with people who live near you?
6. Are there some mean boys and girls who live near you?
7. Are you asked to play in other people's yards?
8. Do you have more fun near your home than other children
do near theirs? Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
APPENDIX G
CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY - ELEMENTARY FORM
1. A
1. Do you usually keep at your work until it is done? Yes
2. Do you usually apologize when you are wrong? Yes
3. Do you help other boys and girls have a good time at
parties? Yes
4. Do you usually believe what other boys or girls tell you? Yes
5. Is it easy for you to recite or talk in class? Yes
6. When you have some free time, do you usually ask your
parents or teacher what to do? Yes
7. Do you usually go to bed on time, even when you wish to
stay up? Yes
8. Is it hard to do your work when someone blames you for
something? Yes
9. Can you often get boys and girls to do what you want
them to? Yes
10. Do your parents or teachers usually need to tell you
to do your work? Yes
11. If you are a boy, do you talk to new girls? If you are
a girl, do you talk to new boys? Yes
12. Would you rather plan your own work than to have someone
else plan it for you? Yes
Section 1 B
13. Do your friends generally think that your ideas are good? Yes
14. Do people often do nice things for you? Yes
15. Do you wish that your father (or mother) had a better job? Yes
16. Are your friends and classmates usually interested in
the things you do? Yes
17. Do your classmates seem to think that you are not a good
friend? Yes
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No
No
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No
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No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
APPENDIX G (continued)
18. Do your friends and classmates often want to help you? Yes
19. Are you sometimes cheated when you trade things? Yes
20. Do your classmates and friends usually feel that they
know more than you do? Yes
21. Do your folks seem to think that you are doing well? Yes
22. Can you do most of the things you try? Yes
23. Do people often think that you cannot do things very well? Yes
24. Do most of your friends and classmates think you are 
bright? Yes
Section 1 C
25. Do you feel that your folks boss you too much? Yes
26. Are you allowed enough time to play? Yes
27. May you usually bring your friends home when you want to? Yes
28. Do others usually decide to which parties you may go? Yes
29. May you usually do what you want to during your spare
time? Yes
30. Are you prevented from doing most of the things you want
to? Yes
31. Do your folks often stop you from going around with your 
friends? Yes
32. Do you have a chance to see many new things? Yes
33. Are you given some spending money? Yes
34. Do your folks stop you from taking short walks with
your friends? Yes
35. Are you punished for lots of little things? Yes
36. Do some people try to rule you so much that you don't
like it? Yes
Section 1 D
37. Do pets and animals make friends with you easily? Yes
38. Are you proud of your school? Yes
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APPENDIX G (continued)
39. Do your classmates think you cannot do well in school? Yes
40. Are you as well and strong as most boys and girls? Yes
41. Are your cousins, aunts, uncles, or grandparents as nice
as those of most of your friends? Yes
42. Are the members of your family usually good to you? Yes
43. Do you often think that nobody likes you? Yes
44. Do you feel that most of your classmates are glad that
you are a member of the class? Yes
45. Do you have just a few friends? Yes
46. Do you often wish you had some other parents? Yes
47. Is it hard to find friends who will keep your secrets? Yes
48. Do the boys and girls usually invite you to their parties? Yes
Section 1 E
49. Have people often been so unfair that you gave up? Yes
50. Would you rather stay away from most parties? Yes
51. Does it make you shy to have everyone look at you when
you enter a roan? Yes
52. Are you often greatly discouraged about many things that
are important to you? Yes
53. Do your friends or your work often make you worry? Yes
54. Is your work often so hard that you stop trying? Yes
55. Are people often so unkind or unfair that it makes you
feel bad? Yes
56. Do your friends or classmates often say or do things
that hurt your feelings? Yes
57. Do people often try to cheat you or do mean things to you? Yes
58. Are you often with people who have so little interest in
you that you feel lonesome? Yes
59. Are your studies or your life so dull that you often think
about many other things? Yes
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APPENDIX G (continued)
60. Are people often mean or unfair to you? Yes
Section 1 F
61. Do you often have dizzy spells? Yes
62. Do you often have bad dreams? Yes
63. Do you often bite your fingernails? Yes
64. Do you seem to have more headaches than most children? Yes
65. Is it hard for you to keep from being restless much of
the time? Yes
66. Do you often find you are not hungry at meal time? Yes
67. Do you catch cold easily? Yes
68. Do you often feel tired before noon? Yes
69. Do you believe that you have more bad dreams than most
of the boys and girls? Yes
70. Do you often feel sick to your stomach? Yes
71. Do you often have sneezing spells? Yes
72. Do your eyes hurt often? Yes
Section 2 A
73. Is it all right to cheat in a game when the umpire is
not looking? Yes
74. Is it all right to disobey teachers if you think they
are not fair to you? Yes
75. Should one return things to people who won't return
things they borrow? Yes
76. Is it all right to take things you need if you have no
money? Yes
77. Is it necessary to thank those who have helped you? Yes
78. Do children need to obey their fathers or mothers even
when their friends tell them not to? Yes
79. If a person finds something, does he have a right to
keep it or sell it? Yes
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APPENDIX G (continued)
80. Do boys and girls need to do what their teachers say is Yes
right?
81. Should boys and girls ask their parents for permission
to do things? Yes
82. Should children be nice to people they don't like? Yes
83. Is it all right for children to cry or whine when their
parents keep them home from a show? Yes
84. When people get sick or are in trouble, is it usually
their own fault? Yes
Section 2 B
85. Do you let people know you are right no matter what they
say? Yes
86. Do you try games at parties even if you haven't played
them before? Yes
87. Do you help new pupils to talk to other children? Yes
88. Does it make you feel angry when you lose in games at
parties? Yes
89. Do you usually help other boys and girls have a good time? Yes
90. Is it hard for you to talk to people as soon as you meet
them? Yes
91. Do you usually act friendly to people you do not like? Yes
92. Do you often change your plans in order to help people? Yes
93. Do you usually forget the names of people you meet? Yes
94. Do the boys and girls seem to think you are nice to them? Yes
95. Do you usually keep from showing your temper when you are
angry? Yes
96. Do you talk to new children at school? Yes
Section 2 C
97. Do you like to scare or push smaller boys and girls? Yes
98. Have unfair people often said that you made trouble for
them? Yes
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APPENDIX G (continued)
99. Do you often make friends or classmates do things they
don't want to? Yes
100. Is it hard to make people remember how well you can do 
things? Yes
101. Do people often act so mean that you have to be nasty to 
them? Yes
102. Do you often have to make a "fuss" or "act up" to get
what you deserve? Yes
103. Is anyone at school so mean that you tear, or cut, or
break things? Yes
104. Are people often so unfair that you lose your temper? Yes
105. Is someone at home so mean that you often have to quarrel? Yes
106. Do you sometimes need something so much that it is all
right to take it? Yes
107. Do classmates often quarrel with you? Yes
108. Do people often ask you to do such hard or foolish things 
that you won't do them? Yes
Section 2 D
109. Do your folks seem to think that you are just as good as
they are? Yes
110. Do you have a hard time because it seems that your folks 
hardly ever have enough money? Yes
111. Are you unhappy because your folks do not care about the 
things you like? Yes
112. When your folks make you mind are they usually nice to
you about it? Yes
113. Do your folks often claim that you are not as nice to
them as you should be? Yes
114. Do you like both your parents about the same? Yes
115. Do you feel that your folks fuss at you instead of
helping you? Yes
116. Do you sometimes feel like running away from home? Yes
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APPENDIX G (continued)
117. Do you try to keep boys and girls away from your home
because it isn't as nice as theirs? Yes No
118. Does it seem to you that your folks at home often treat
you mean? Yes No
119. Do you feel that no one at home loves you? Yes No
120. Do you feel that too many people at home try to boss you? Yes No
Section 2 E
121. Do you think that the boys and girls at school like you
as well as they should? Yes No
122. Do you think that the children would be happier if the
teacher were not so strict? Yes No
123. Is it fun to do nice things for seme of the other boys
or girls? Yes No
124. Is school work so hard that you are afraid you will fail? Yes No
125. Do your schoolmates seem to think that you are nice to
them? Yes No
126. Does it seem to you that seme of the teachers "have it
in for" pupils? Yes No
127. Do many of the children get along with the teacher much
better than you do? Yes No
128. Would you like to stay home from school a lot if it were
right to do so? Yes No
129. Are most of the boys and girls at school so bad that you
try to stay away from them? Yes No
130. Have you found that some of the teachers do not like to
be with the boys and girls? Yes No
131. Do many of the other boys or girls claim that they play
games more fairly than you do? Yes No
132. Are the boys and girls at school usually nice to you? Yes No
Section 2 F
133. Do you visit many of the interesting places near where 
you live? Yes No
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
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Do you think there are too few interesting places near
your home? Yes No
Do you sometimes do things to make the place in which you
live look nicer? Yes No
Do you ever help clean up things near your home? Yes No
Do you take good care of your own pets or help with
other people’s pets? Yes No
Do you sometimes help other people? Yes No
Do you try to get your friends to obey the laws? Yes No
Do you help children keep away from places where they
might get sick? Yes No
Do you dislike many of the people who live near your home? Yes No
Is it all right to do what you please if the police are
not around? Yes No
Does it make you glad to see the people living near you
get along fine? Yes No
Would you like to have things look better around your home?Yes No
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THE PIERS-HARRIS CHILDREN’S SELF CONCEPT SCALE
Here are a set of statements. Some of them are true of you and so 
you will circle the yes. Some are not true of you and so you will 
circle the no. Answer every question even if some are hard to 
decide, but do not circle both yes and no. Remember, circle the yes 
if the statement is generally like you, or circle the no if the 
statement is generally not like you. There are no right or wrong 
answers. Only you can tell us how you feel about yourself, so we 
hope you will mark the way you really feel inside.
1. My classmates make fun of m e  yes no
2. I am a happy person.........................................yes no
3. It is hard for me to make friends.......................... yes no
4. I am often s a d .............................................. yes no
5. I am smart  ........................................yes no
6. I am s h y .................................................... yes no
7. I get nervous when the teacher calls on m e ..................yes no
8. My looks bother m e ........................................ yes no
9. When I grow up, I will be an important person............. yes no
10. I get worried when we have tests in school yes no
11. I am unpopular............................................. yes no
12. I am well behaved in school yes no
13. It is usually my fault when something goes w r o n g  yes no
14. I cause trouble to my family yes no
15. I am strong yes no
16. I have good ideas............................................yes no
17. I am an important member of my family........................yes no
18. I usually want my own way yes no
19. I am good at making things with my h a n d s  yes no
20. I give up easily............................................yes no
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21. I am good in my school work..................................yes no
22. I do many bad things....................................... yes no
23. I can draw well   yes no
24. I am good in m u s i c ............................  yes no
25. I behave badly at h o m e .................................... yes no
26. I am slow in finishing my school work................yes no
27. I am an important member of my c l a s s ..................   . yes no
28. I am nervous............................................... yes no
29. I have pretty e y e s ......................................... yes no
30. I can give a good report in front of the c l a s s  yes no
31. In school I am a dreamer yes no
32. I pick on my brother(s) and sister(s) yes no
33. My friends like my i d eas yes no
34. I often get into trouble yes no
35. I am obedient at home yes no
36. I am lucky..................................................yes no
37. I worry a lot................................................yes no
38. My parents expect too much of m e .......................... yes no
39. I like being the way I am................................... yes no
40. I feel left out of things................................... yes no
41. I have nice h a i r ....................................  yes no
42. I often volunteer in school.................................yes no
43. I wish I were different..................................... yes no
44. I sleep well at night.............................  yes no
45. I hate school............................................... yes no
46. I am among the last to be chosen for g a m e s ................. yes no
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47. I am sick a lot..............................................yes no
48. I am often mean to other people............................. yes no
49. My classmates in school think I have good ideas............yes no
50. I am unhappy yes no
51. I have many friends yes no
52. I am cheerful yes no
53. I am dumb about most things................................. yes no
54. I am good looking yes no
55. I have lots of pep  ............................... yes no
56. I get into a lot of fights  yes no
57. I am popular with b o y s ..........   yes no
58. People pick on me.......................................... yes no
59. My family is disappointed in me............................ yes no
60. I have a pleasant f a c e .................................... yes no
61. When I try to make something, everything seems to go
wrong yes no
62. I am picked on at h e m e ..................................... yes no
63. I am a leader in games and sports...........................yes no
64. I am clumsy.................................................. yes no
65. In games and sports, I watch instead of p l a y .............. yes no
66. I forget what I learn........................................yes no
67. I am easy to get along with................................. yes no
68. I lose my temper easily..................................... yes no
69. I am popular with girls..................................... yes no
70. I am a good reader yes no
71. I would rather work alone than with a group yes no
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72. I like my brother (sister)..................................yes no
73. I have a good figure.......................   yes no
74. I am often afraid............................................ yes no
75. I am always dropping or breaking things yes no
76. I can be trusted   yes no
77. I am different from other people yes no
78. I think bad thoughts yes no
79. I cry easily................................................ yes no
80. I am a good person  ............................... yes no
Score: ______
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Parental Attitude Research Instrument 
(Glasser-Radin Revision)*
Mother_________________   Child___________
Interviewer Date __________
l.e (84) A child who is "on the go" all the time
Read each of the statements below and circle the appropriate letter: "A" 
for "strongly agree," "a" for "mildly agree," "d" for mildly disagree," 
and "D" for "strongly disagree."
A a d D
Strongly mildly mildly strongly
agree agree disagree disagree
There is no right or wrong answer, so encourage mother to answer accord­
ing to her own opinion. It is very important to the study that all 
questions be answered. Many of the statements will seem alike, but all 
are necessary to show slight differences.
Agree Disagree 
will most likely be happy. A a d D
2.a (74) Children should be more considerate of
their mothers since their mothers suffer
so much for them. A a d D
3.d (9) Children will get on any woman's nerves if
she has to be with them all day. A a d D
4.e (87) Sex is one of the greatest problems to be
contended with in all children. A a d D
5.a (4) Some children are just so bad they must
be taught to fear adults for their own
good. A a d D
6.a (62) Children pester you with all their little
upsets if you aren't careful from the
first. A a d D
7.e (21) Children would be happier and better
behaved if parents would show an interest
in their affairs. A a d D
8.a (55) Children should never learn things outside
the home which make them doubt their
parents' ideas. A a d D
■ftN u m b e r  in parenthesis represents item number on original instrument.
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d Agree Disagree
9. (32) Mothers very often feel that they can't
^tand their children a moment longer. A a d D
1_
10. (100) Children are actually happier under
strict training. A a d D
11.a (45) The sooner a child learns to walk the
better he is trained. A a d D
12.c (37) Parents must earn the respect of their
children by the way they act. A a d D
13.b ( 8) A child will be grateful later on for
strict training. A a d D
14.a (25) A mother should do her best to avoid
any disappointment for her child. A a d D
15.e (110) There is usually something wrong with 
a child who asks a lot of questions
about sex. A a d D
16.a (71) Parents should know better than to allow
their children to be exposed to
difficult situations. A a d D
17.b (54) Children who are held to firm rules grow
up to be the best adults. A a d D
18.e (95) A good mother will find enough social
life within the family. A a d D
19.^ (13) One of the worst things about taking care
of a home is a woman feels that she can't
get out. A a d D
20.a (97) Mothers sacrifice almost all their own
fun for their children. A a d D
21.e (70) A child's ideas should be seriously con­
sidered in making family decisions. A a d D
22.e (108) The trouble with giving attention to 
children's problems is they usually just 
make up a lot of stories to keep you
interested. A a d D
23.e (58) There is no good excuse for a child 
hitting another child. A a d D
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24.e (22)
25.c (67)
26.e (77)
27.a (89)
28.d (36)
29.c (113)
30.e (109)
31.e (79)
32.b (31)
33.a (57)
APPENDIX I (continued)
Most children are toilet trained by 15 
months of age.
Parents who are interested in hearing 
about their children's parties, dates, and 
fun help them grow up right.
Most children should have more 
discipline.
A mother has a right to know everything 
going on in her child's life because her 
child is a part of her.
Having to be with the children all the 
time gives a woman the feeling that her 
wings have been clipped.
When you do things together, children 
feel close to you and can talk easier.
Few men realize that a mother needs 
some fun in life too.
The child should not question the thinking 
of his parents.
Strict discipline develops a fine 
character.
A child soon learns that there is no greater 
wisdom than that of his parents. A
Agree 
A a
34.e (93) When a child is in trouble he ought to know 
he won't be punished for talking about it 
with his parents. A
35.e (12)
36.a (20)
A child should be taught to avoid fighting 
no matter what happens. A
A mother should make it her business to know 
everything her children are thinking. A
Disagree 
d D
d D
d D
d D
d D
d D
d D
d D
d D
d D
d D
d D
d D
a Items scored for
bItems scored for
cItems scored for
dItems scored for
eItems not scored
APPENDIX J
INDEX OF SOCIAL STATUS 
McGuire - White
Scale 1 OCCUPATIONS: LEVELS AND KINDS
Rate Professionals Proprietors Business White Collar Blue Collar Service Farm People
1
Lawyer,Judge, 
Physician, 
Engineer,pro­
fessor ,school 
sutp. ,et_ al.
Large Busi­
ness valued 
at $100,000 
or more de­
pending on 
community
Top Execu­
tive,Pres­
ident, et_ 
al. of 
corpora­
tion, banks, 
pub.util.
CPA, Editor 
of News­
paper, Execu­
tive secre­
tary of 
status org’n
Gentleman 
Farmer or 
Landowners 
who do not su­
pervise di­
rectly their 
property
2
High school 
teacher, Li­
brarians and 
others with 
4 -yr.degrees
Business 
valued at 
$50,000 to 
$100,000
Ass't Office 
& Dept.
Mgrs. or 
supervisors 
some mfgrs, 
agents
Accountant, 
in insurance, 
real estate 
stock sales­
men editorial 
wtrs
Land opeators 
who supervise 
properties and 
have an active 
urban life
3
Grade school 
teacher,regis­
tered nurse, 
minister 
without 4-yr 
degree
Business or 
equity 
valued from 
$10,000 to 
$50,000
Managers of 
small bran­
ches or 
buyers and 
salesmen of 
known mhdse.
Bank clerks, 
auto sales­
men, postal 
clerks, RR 
or tel.agt. 
or super­
vise
Small con­
tractor who 
works at or 
supervises 
his jobs
Farm owners with 
"hired help," 
operators of 
leased property 
who supervise
Business or Stenographer, Bookkeeper, Foremen, Police cap- Small landowners
equity valued ticket agent, sales master car- tain,tailor, operators of
4 from $5,000 people in department penter, railroad rented property
to $10,000 stores, elt al^ electrician, conductor hiring "hands"
et al.,rail- watchmaker
road engr.
APPENDIX J (continued)
Rate Professionals Proprietors Business White Collar Blue Collar Service Farm People
Business or 
equity valued 
5 from $2,000
to $5,000
Dime store clerks, gro­
cery clerks, telephone 
and beauty operators, 
et al.
Apprentice 
to skilled 
trades, re- 
pairment, 
med.skilled 
worker
Policemen, 
barbers, 
prac.nurse, 
brakemen, 
et al.
Tenants on 
good farms, 
foremen, 
owners of 
farms who 
"hire out"
Business or 
equity valued 
6 at less than
$2,000
(Semi-skilled factory 
(and production 
(workers, assistants to 
(skilled trade, ware­
housemen, watchmen)
Taxi and 
truck 
drivers, 
waiter,wai­
tress ,gas 
sta.attndt.
Sharecroppers, 
established farm 
laborers, 
subs'ce farmers
7 "Reputed Lawbreakers"
(Heavy labor, odd-job 
(men, mine or mill 
(hands, unskilled 
(workers)
Domestic 
help bus 
boy,scrub­
women, jani­
tor helper
Migrant 
workers 
"squatters" 
and "nesters"
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Scale 2 SOURCE OF INCOME3
1. Inherited saving and investments; "old money" reputed to provide 
basic income.
2. Earned wealth; "new money" has provided "transferable investment 
income.
3. Profits, fees, royalties; includes executives who receive a "share of 
profit."
4. Salary, commissions, regular income aid or monthly or yearly basis.
5. Wages on hourly basis; piece-work; weekly checks as distinguished from 
monthly.
6. Income from "odd jobs" or private relief; "sharecropping" or seasonal 
work.
7. Public relief or charity; non-respectable incomes (reputation).
Scale 3 EDUCATION ATTAINMENT13
1. Completed appropriate graduate work for a recognized profession at 
highest level; graduate of a generally recognized, high status, 
four-year college.
2. Graduate from a four-year college, university, or professional school 
with a recognized bachelor's degree, including four-year teacher 
college.
3. Attended college or university for two or more years; junior college 
graduate, teacher education from a normal school; R.N. from a nursing 
school.
4. Graduate from high school or completed equivalent secondary education; 
includes various kinds of "post-high" business education or trade 
school study.
5. Attended high school, completed grade nine, but did not graduate from 
high school; for persons born prior to 1900, grade eight completed.
6. Completed grade eight but did not attend beyond grade nine; for per­
sons born prior to 1900, grades four to seven would be equivalent.
7. Left elementary or junior high school before completing grade eight; 
for persons born prior to 1900, no education or attending to grade 
three.
aThe kind of income appears to be more important than the amount and, 
in general, the reputed major source of income is symbolic of placement 
in the community. In the case of a widow, the SI and CC are that of the 
deceased husband. Investments, insurance, pensions, security benefits, 
et al., are rated by the SI which made them possible unless considerable 
wealth ("1" or "2" is reputed). Other components correct for seeming 
discrepancies.
^Actual education attained probably is not as important as the educa­
tion a person is reputed to have. The same scale is used to rate 
aspiration.
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CONSENT FORM
The present study requires the mother and child to answer some ques­
tions about that child's behavior and feelings and about that mother's 
experiences as a parent. The mother and/or the child's physician will 
be asked some questions about the child’s health. This information 
is being collected in an effort to compare the emotions and behaviors 
of children who are chronically and of those who are not. No discom­
forts, risks, or direct benefits are involved in this study. 
Information collected will be kept confidential. Any questions 
concerning the procedures will be answered by the project director.
I, the undersigned, understand the above explanations, have no 
unanswered questions about the procedure at the present time and 
give consent to my voluntary participation in the research project 
entitled "A Comparison of Emotional and Behavioral Adjustment Among 
Children with Sickle Cell Anemia, Diabetes Mellitus, and Normal Physical 
Development," to be done by Ms. Susan Glanville. I understand that 
answers to inquiries that I have concerning the procedure of this 
activity will be given at any time. I understand that I am free to 
withdraw my consent and to discontinue participation in this 
activity at any time.
Date Signature of subject or legally
authorized representative
Location Signature of project director
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INTERVIEW
I. Child
A. Age
B. Sex
C. Race
D. Diagnosis
E. Age at diagnosis
F. Days sick, last six months
G. Number of hospitalizations, last six months
H. Number of clinic visits, last six months
II. Parents
A. Occupation
B. Source of income
C. Education
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NON-HYPOTHESIZED ANOVA RESULTS ON THE CHILDREN'S 
BEHAVIORAL CLASSIFICATION PROJECT AND THE 
CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY3
Variable
_b 
SC X
_c 
JD X
_jd 
PH X F E
CBCP I
(sociable obedience)
-.535 .065 .471 7.069 .002
CBCP XI
(eating habits)
.522 -.277 -.299 5.603 .006
CBCP XXI
(muscular stiffness)
.619 -.335 -.352 8.388 .001
CBCP XXIV
(organic psychosis)
.343 -.125 -.237 3.191 .046
CTP1F
(freedom from nervous 
symptoms)
-.392, .412 .081 4.138 .019
3
The prior level of significance of .01 was chosen; actual £ 
values are presented to show strength of relationship.
bsickle cell group 
cjuvenile diabetic group 
^physically healthy group
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NON-HYPOTHESIZED CORRELATIONS OF THE PARENT
ATTITUDE RESEARCH INSTRUMENT 
(Glasser-Radin Revision)
Variables PARI-A 
r P
PARI-D 
r P
PARI-R 
r p
CBCP I Hb .287 .011 NSC
(sociable obedience)
CBCP III NS NS .412 .001
(disturbed sleep)
CBCP IV NS NS .224 .049
(hostility toward self and others)
CBCP V NS NS .234 .040
(fear of and hatred toward school)
CBCP VIII .225 .048 NS NS
(foot dragging)
CBCP IX .286 .011 NS NS
(bowel and bladder control)
CBCP X NS NS .374 .001
(temper tantrums)
CBCP XI .316 .005 NS NS
(eating habits)
CBCP XII H -.289 .010 .330 .003
(apologetic self-centeredness)
CBCP XIII NS NS .265 .019
( suspi ci ousne s s )
CBCP XV NS NS .238 .036
(aggressive sexuality)
CBCP XIX .352 .002 NS NS
(concentration)
CBCP XXI NS NS .254 .023
(muscular stiffness)
CBCP XXII NS NS .306 .006
(muscular twitching)
CBCP XXIII NS NS .316 .005
(clumsiness)
CBCP XXIV NS NS .368 .001
(organic psychosis)
CBCP XXV NS NS .362 .001
(functional psychosis)
CTP2A .268 .017 NS NS
(social standards)
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Variables PARI-A 
r P
PARI-D 
r p
PARI-R 
r P
CTP2E NS .269 .017 NS
(school relations)
CTP2F -.324 .004 NS NS
(community relations)
aThe prior level of significance of ,05 was chosen; actual jd 
values of significant results are presented to show strength of 
relationships.
hypothesized result, presented in previous section
Q
non-significant correlation
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NON-HYPOTHESIZED CORRELATIONS OF THE
PHYSICAL STATUS INDICES3
Variable PSI-1 PSI--2 PSI -3
r P r P r P
CBCP V NSb NS .308 .031
(fear of & hatred toward
school)
CBCP VII .289 .044 NS NS
(anti-social aggressive­
ness)
CBCP XII .401 .004 NS .283 .049c
(apologetic self-
centeredness
CTP2A NS NS -.328 .021
(social standards)
CTP2B .402 .004 -.308 .031 -.388 .006
(social skills)
CTP2C .325 .023 -.327 .022 -.306 .033
(freedom from antisocial
tendencies)
CTP2E NS NS -.376 .008
(school relations)
CTP-P.A. NS NS -.301 .036
(personal adjustment scale)
CTP-S.A. .301 .036 NS -.439 .002
(social adjustment scale)
CTP-T.A. NS NS -.408 .004
(total adjustment scale)
aThe prior level of significance of .05 was chosen; actual £ 
values of significant results are presented to show strength of 
relationships.
^non-significant correlation
cwith black subjects only, r = .275, p = .068.
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